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Message

fro*
Brigadier T. S. B. Sally

PresidentAssociation of Retired Flag Rang Officers

Sw fu Grel elimination of LTTE terrorism in this country in May 2009, the past year has been notable

b rfo6 visibte achievements people have seen from the Honourable President to help re-unite the Nation

&at had for so long been riven by ethnic disharmony, to join his vision "to make Sri Lanka the wonder of

Asia"; and for Colombo to be made "a beautiful, clean and crimefree city". Local Govemment officials

should sustain their efforts to deserve the commendation frequently witnessed in this regard.

A delegation who called on the Defence Secretary from ARFRO on a courtesy call, was invited to make

a visit to the liberated areas of the North in order that we can see for ourselves, the damage caused

there by the conflict. Consequently on 1lth November 2Oll, a party of officers from the EXCO of this

Association (some accompanied by their wives), went on a three -day visit to the North and parts of the

East. The satisfaction and pleasure they derived from their tour, will be evident from the extracts of a

letter that was sent to the Commander of the Army after their return, shorr"n below.

"...We were accorded meticulously planned receptions, hospitality and courtesies b-v the

Security Forces Commanders of Vavuniya, Jaffita, Naval Qsmmander of Karainagar- and

Mullaitivu (encountered in that order), as to make us as comfortable as possible, educate

us more fully on the details of the humanitarian operation and enabled us to share in the

genuine enthusiasm with which the surge of activities on reconciliation, rehabilitation and

re-construction are being pursued most visibly by our Forces---"

The recently opened "southern Erpr".r*ry" to Matara, modernisation of the rail-track also to the same

location, announced plans for railway extension to Beliatta, and the lndian govemment's work on the

re-construction of that section of the Railway to Jaffira destroyed as a result of the conflicf will certainl,v

cut transit-times between the Capital and outstations, that have already begun to be evident ad hithereto

unimagined. The freer and less restricted movement of goods and people within the country rvill also

knit the Nation together in a desirable manner once more'

This Association arranged lectures on subjects of a useful and educative nature for our members, b1'

guest-speakers specialised in them. Senior serving officers from the Services are also invited to &ese

lectures. Those that were conducted during the past year, are published in this joumal.

Activities for war-widows and their families were organised during the same period, by the Chairman

of the Ranaviru Family Counselling and Support Services (RFCSS) which is a project of ARFRO are

reflected in the report by Maj. Gen. (Dr) Dudley Persra USP also given in this publication. Invitees to

&ese functions, which are enthusiastically supported by both public officials and well wishers havc

remarked favourably on the self-reliance and good cheer of the war-widows. Our website wwrv.rfcss

org gives further information if needed.

It is with sincere thanks to the Commanders of the three Armed Services that ARFRO records '

appreciation oftheir unstinted and countinuing support.



EDITORIAL NOTE

The elimination of LTTE Terrorism by theArmed Forces has to be commended and
the re-unification of the Nation has to be given priority.

A delegation from ARFRO called on the Secretary to the Ministry of Defense to
brief him of the activities ofARFRO. It was also agreed on that occasion that a visit
would be paid byARFRO members and spouses to the conflict affected areas in the
North. This was successfully carried out from I lth to l3th November 20l l and the
Security Force Commanders made excellent arrangements for the visit which was
beneficial all round. We note with pleasure the progress made in development post
conflict, particularly with regard to roads and railways.

The Association has organized lectures on various topics which are of interest to
members and serving officers. Students of, the Staff College and Officer Cadets
are also invited to attend these lectures, the contents of which are published in the
Joumal.

A silent but very effective project is being carried out by Major General (Dr)
Dudley Perera to assist war widows. They meet at various locations in the country
and discuss matters of mutual interest which are beneficial to them. Both public
officials and well-wishers have supported these activities which are a greatboost
to the morale of war widows and their children. Our website: www.rfcss.org gives
information on this project. We congratulate Major General @r) Dudley perera for
his efforts to support the war widows and their children.

We have to thank the Service Commanders for their support and also the Corps of
Military Police for their assistance in many ways for the use of their facilities at
the Kirillapone Camp. We also appreciate the assistance of the Corps of Signals in
particular, and other Units which support us in many ways.
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ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FLAG RANK OFFICERS
MEMBERSHIPAS AT 31 MARCIdaA,2

SrI
No. RankName Name

= It*f: CJAbayaratnaVSVUSP 43 Brig CSD Gunasinghe

: fu.+fu JHMAbeykoon BandaUSP 44 Maj Gen HS Hapuarachchi VSV

= k*fu AVAbeyasena USP 45 Maj Gen G Hettiaarachchi WW1/ RWP RSP VSV USP

* l&*€.* MIAlwis KSV 46 Brig ML Jayaratne

= k*& H RAmaraweera RWP RSP VSV USP 47 RearAdm J Jayasuriya

+ *dC& RAAnanda 48 Maj Gen NAJayasuriyaRWPRSP

* 4 KAAttanayake USP 50 B.ig RM Jayasinghe USP

+ *=--tJn (SEg) NGAtulugamaVSV 5l Maj Gen SMAJayawardenaVSV

;=+ l&iCE YBalaretnarajahvsvusP 52 MajGenDeshamanyaAKJayawardenaRWPRSPVSVUSP

:= 4 WMPBandaraVSV 53 Brig JPAJayawardenaUSP

= ** MRU Bandaratilake USP 54 Maj Gen S Jayaweera USP

LE *:* TMBohoran 55 MajGen SKaTnaTatneRWPRSPVSVUSP

:4 *-A& TCarthelis 56 B.ig UM Kendaragama

;5 4 AMAChandrasiri RSPUSP 57 Maj Gen P.A. Karunathilake RWP

i+ lr*Cs MDSChandTapaIaRWPRSPVSVUSP 58 B.ig DLKathriarachchiVSVUSP

:- *&* cG P Chandrawansa RWP RSP USP 59 Maj Gen D Kalupahana USP

a+ *.rr*de DK Dassanayake 60 Maj Gen KAMG Kularathne USP

:*,tl=t RADayapalaUSP 6l MajGen HMNKrishnaratneRSPUSP

=: *-= APRDavid 63 AirCdr BANMendis

E Cesd R&SDaIUwaIteWWVRWPRSPVSVUSP 64 ACMDeshamanya PHMendis

= li6t$Gs HNWDiasRWPRSPVSVUSP 65 Cmde LPRMendis

:* .a*at VDADssanayake VSV 66 Brig B Munasinghe USP

- *tr-l& L D DbarmapriyaRSPVSVUSP 67 B.ig CSN Mudannayake RWPUSP

E *€ R. Ekaoayake USP 68 Maj Gen J Nammuni VSV

:: ** GV Elagatha 69 Brig WK Nanaya&kara

Et *q HIK Feraado 7l Maj Gen T Paranagama VSV USP

:* ry GD Fsma& VSV 72 Maj Gen NPD Pelpola KSV

*:3 *a* Cc LT Fcmando 73 Maj Gen AS Peiris VSV

= .+-*'l* *fcrril Feilando 74 AVM LH Peiris VSV

;: ila* PM Fcmaado VSV 75 Maj Gen MAM Peiris USP

-;t -+6C& BES Fsagado USP 18 Gen Desbmanya JED Percra VSV

- & laPFcraa& 79 Brig KDAPcTTaUSP

= Ifr€.G XfJTKFcrrr& tO Majetr(Dr) XDlkrEraUSP
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87 Maj Gen

88 Gen

89 ACM

90 Brig

9l RearAdm

92 RearAdm

93 B.ig

94 Brig

95 Air Cdr

96 Brig

97 AVM

98 B.ig

99 RearAdm

100 Brig

l0l AvM

102 Adm

103 Brig

104 Maj Gen

105 Brig

106 Air Cdr

IO7 AVM

108 Brig

109 Maj Gen

ll0 Gen

lll Maj Gen

l12 Brig

l13 Maj Gen

l14 M{ Gen

115 Maj Gen

116 Maj Gen

II7 AVM

ll8 RearAdm

119 Brig

I2O AVM

12l RearAdm

122 Big
123 Brig

124 Maj Gen

125 Maj Gen

126 AVM

127 Cmde

128 Maj Gen

129 Gen

130 Mqi cen

13l RearAdm

132 Brig

133 Brig @r)

134 Maj Gen

135 AVM

136 Brig

137 Maj Gen

138 Brig

139 Brig

140 RearAdm

14l Brig

r42 Big
143 Brig

143 Maj Gen

RKPRanaweeraUSP

SC Ranatunge VSV

OM Ranasinghe VSV

RMPB Ranasinghe USP

HS Rathnakeerthi VSV USP

AHM RazeekVSVUSP

HF Rupasinghe VSV

KL Rasaputhram USP

AP Samarakoon

AK Samarasekera

JLCSalgodoRWP

TSB Sally

S R Samaratunga RSP VSV USP

GWP Samarathunga RSP USP

K Samaratunga USP

D W K Sandagiri RSP VSV USP

KJN Senaweera RSP USP

AMU Senevirathne USP

FCJ & Silva

GMU de Silva

GYde SilvaVSV

PCR de Silva

CAMN SilvaVSV

GH de Silva RWPVSV

HG SilvaVSV

SBG de Silva

TN de Silva USP

YSA de Silva USP

T Sivashanmugam USP

SPde Sylva 
'

AB SosaVSV

JTG Sundaram VSVUSP

DHMRB TammitaRsP

EV Tennekoon

T M W K B Tennakoon RSPVSV USP

KD Thillakaratne

TG Tillakaratne RSP USP

@r.) C Thurairajah USP

S Waaigasekera RWP RSP VSV USP

U Wanasinghe VSV

MAWeerasena VSV

Ananda Weerasekera USP

CS Weerasooriya RWP RSP VSV USP

DJdc S Wickramanayake

FNQ Wickamarathne VSV

GK Wickramasinghe

SYDC Wickramasinghe

AED Wijendra RWP RSP VSV USP

WD Wijenayake USP

DN Wijesuriya USP

WRWijeyaratne USP

WBMB Wijeratne RWPUSP

MWijeyewickema

DSM Wijewickama VSV

RPWithanaKSV

N R Witharanage RSP USP

R Zacky

MRW de Zoysa USP

IN MEMORIUM

It is with deep sorrow that we record the demise of
Major General TRT Jayatunge,

Major General WDGA Gunasekera RSP, USP and
Brigadier PKB Pereira VSV - A Founder Member of ARFRO
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UNIQUE YOU
By

Dn. Asnul Kalau
Former President of India's

Address at University of Moratuwa, Colombo

I am delighted to address eurd interact with the
Students and Faculty Members of the University of
Moratuwa in this beautiful environment of Colombo.
My greetings to all of you. I found that the University
has chosen the motto "Vidyaiwa Sarwadhanam -
meaning Wisdom is all Wealth'. This has an important
and powerfirl message to all the students and faculty
members. The study of the website of the University
indicates that the University has a vision "To be the
most globally recognized Knowledge Enterprise in
AsiC'. With this vision, the University has a mission
"produce world class graduates in technological fields
who will be relevant nationally and internationally". I
am happy to know that the students of the university
are self confdent, flexible, highly employable and
are tnrined to become "employment creators" instead
of being "employment seekers". I congmtulate the
pioneers both present eurd past who have created and
nurtured a robust educational system in the University
of Moratuwa during the last 33 years. Today, I would
like to share few thoughts on the topic "Unique You".

First let us see the ten unique personalities,.

UniqueYou

Dear friends, Look up, what do you see, the light,
the electric bulbs. Immediately, our thoughls go to
the inventor Thomas Alva Edison, for his unique
contribution tow:uds the invention of electric bulb and
his electrical lighting system.

When you hear the sound of aero-plane going over
your house, whom do you think ofl Wright Brothers
proved tturt man could fly, of-course at heavy risk and
cost.

Whom does the telephone remind you ofl Of
course, Alexander Graham Bell.

When everybody considered a sea travel as an
experience or a voyage, aunique person questioned
during his sea travel from United Kingdom to India.
He was pondering on why the horizon where the sky
zrnd sea meet looks blue? His research resulted in the

,lu***o, o[ *t"tt""g 
"{ 
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Do you know an Indian Mathematicinn who did
not have formzrl highereducationbut had inexhaustible
spirit and love for mathematics which took him to
contribute to the treasure houses of mathematical
research - some of which are still under serious sfudy
and engaging all-available world mathematicians,
efforts to establish formal proofs? He was a unique
Indian genius who could melt the heart of the most
hardened and outstanding Cambridge mathematician
Prof G H Hardy. In fact, it is not an exaggemtion to
say that it was Prof. Hardy who discovered a great
mathematician for the world. This mathematician
was of-course Srinivasa Ramanujzur for whom every
number was a divine manifestation.

Do you know the scientist who is famous for
Chandra Limit which describes the rnaximum
mass (-1 .44 solar masses) of a white dwarf star, or
equivalently, the minimum mass for which a star will
ultimately collapse into a neutron star to black hole
following a supernova. Two of his students got the
Nobel Prize before him. It is of-course the famous
Nobel Laureate Chandrasekhar Subrrn:rni:rm.

Friends, tbere was a great scientific lady who is
known for discovering Radium. She won not one,
but two Nobel Prizes, one for physics and another for
chemistry. Who is she? She is Madam Curie. Madam
Curie discovered radium and she was doing research
on the effect of radiation on human system. The same
radiation which she discovered, zrffected her and she
sacriflced her life for removing the pain of human life.

Do you know about a great human being with a
spirit of sewice, who also won a Nobel prize for her
contributions? She said and practiced, "Give, give :rnd
give, until it hurts". She is Mother Teresa.

Do you know the Sri LankanPhysicist, academician
and economist who had worked on energy, sustainable
development zrud climate change and was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize zrlong with MrAl Gore in Z0O7? Ot
course he is the great Prof. Mohan ![rrnasinghe.

ArthurClarke, thevisiomry inspace communication

Who made Sd L'tnke his home revolutionized the world

srith his concept of geostationary corrmunication

</rt€lut€t
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Do you know the cosmic rzry scientist who

tradord into institution builder of institutions like

Pbsbal Research Labor:rtory Ahmedabad - Indian

Imitute of ManagementAhmedabad and Indian Space

Research Organisation? Of course he is the visionary

ProfVrkram Sarabhai.

When I described to you young friends, these

hisorical ten events, you all jumped. The scientist,

technologist and great human being, who created the

e1€nt, are unique personalities. Young friends, can you

join such unique performers of scientific history? Yes,

lou c,rn. Definitely, you can. Let us study together'

hor*' it can be made possible?

Friends, I have, so far, met 12 million youth in a

decade's time. I leamt, "every youthwants to be unique,

that is, YOU! But the world all around you, is doing

its best, day and night, to make you just "evetybody

else". At home, dear young friends, you are asked by

.vour parents to be like neighbours' children for scoring

good marks. When you go to school, your teacher says

'\rhy mt you become like the flrst five rankers in the

class". Wherever you go, they are saylng "you have to

be somebody else or everybodY else".

The challenge, my yourg friends, is that you have

to fight the har<lest battle, which any human being ceur

svel imagine to fight; and never stop fighting until you

arrive at your destined place, that is, a UNIQUE YOU!

Friends what will be your tools to fight this battle, what

are they: have a great 2im in life, continuously acquire

the knowledge, work hard and persevere to realize the

great achievement.

Dearfriends, whenl see youall, I amthinkinghow

vou can achieve what you envision in your life?

Criteria for achievement for youth

How does achievement come? There are four

prcven steps; having zur aim in life before 20 years

of age, acquiring knowledge continuously, hard work

towards the rim and perseverance to defeat the problem

ad succeed. In this connection let me recall famous

*'erses of 13th century Persian Sufl poet Jalaluddin

Ruui:

Wings to Fly

"You rvere born with Potential'

lbu rvere born r*'ith goodness and trust.

You rere born s'ith ideas and dreams'

Yao s-ae barn s-itt lrearess-

You were born with wings.

You are not meant for cr:rwling,

so don't, you have wings.

Learn to use them to fly."

- JalnluddinRumi

- l3th Century Persi:rn Sufi Poet

My message to you, young friends, is that education

gives you wings to fly. Achievement comes out of fire

in our sub-conscious mind that "I will win'. So, each

one of you assembled here and elsewhere, will have

"Wings of Fire". The Wing of Fire will indeed lead to

knowledge which will make you a great technologist,

or an Engineer, or a designer, or a teacher, or a political

leader, or a bureaucrat or a diplomat or you would like

to walk on the Moon and Mars or anything you {ant to
be. I would like to assert that "No youth today need to

fear about the future". How? The ignited mind of the

youth is the most powerfrrl resource on the earth, under

the earth and above the earth.

System design, system integration and system

management

Since I am in the midst of students being prepared

for techno-managerial expertise, I would like to give

my experience with a teacher who taught me system

design, system integration and system manegement in
an integrated learning savivsnment.

While I was studyingAeronautical Engineering in
Madras Institute of Technologf [WD, gfuennai, (1954-

57), during the third year of m-v course, I was :usigned a

project with five other colleagues, to design a lorv-level

attack aircraft. I was given the responsibili$ of system

design and system integration b-v integrating the team

members. Also, I wzrs responsible for aerodynamic ard

structural design of the project. The other five members

of my team took up the desigu of propulsion, control,

guidance, avionics and instmmentation of the aircraft.

My design teacher Prof. Srinivasan, the then Director
of MIT, was our guide. He reviewed the project and

declared my work to be gloomy and disappointing.

He didn't lend an ear to my diffrculties in bringing

together data-base from multiple designers. I asked for
a month's time to complete the tash since I had to get

the inputs from flve of my other colleagues without

which I cannot complete the system design. Prof.

Srinivasan told me "Loolg young man, today is Friday

afternoon. I give you three days time, by Monday

morning if I don't get the conf,guration design, your

scholarship will be stopped." I had a jolt in my life,
as scholarship was my lifeline, without which I cannot

ll



€E*i* rith my stsdi€s. Tkrs was no other way
d- h{ to tnish the task. My team felt the need for
working together round the clock. Ws didn't sleep
that night, working on the drawing board skipping
our dinner. On Saturday, I took just an hour's break.
On Sunday moming, when I was near completion, I
felt someone's presence in my labor:rtory. It was Prof.
Srinivasan studying my progress. After looking at my
worlq he patted and hugged me affectionately. He had
words of appreciation: "I knew I was putting you under
stress and asking you to meet a dfficult deadline. You
have done a greatjob in system design".

Tbrough this review mechani sm of Prof Srinivasan,
I was iqjected the necessity of understanding the value
of time by each team member and brought out the
best from the system design te;rm. I realized that if
something is at stzike, the human minds get ignited and
the working capacity gets enhanced manifold. That's
what exactly happened. The message is: whatever be
their specialization, the students should be trained to
systems approach and projects, which will prepare
them for new products, innovation and undertzrking
higher org:raizational responsibilities. A great teacher
inspires the young students like Prof. Srinivasan.

I am confdent that the University ofMoratuwa will
break all the inter-disciplinary barriers and promote
inter-disciplinary research among the students and
faculty members.

Friends, we live in an era of convergence; the
future of innovation would lie at the interface of
science and engineering. It is estimated that in the life
of a scientist or an engineer, he or she will come across
:rnd work in at least seven new areas which are born out
of convergence of multiple science and technologies.
Such convergence has made the borderbetween areas
completely porous.

Let me discuss some examples.

Convergence of Technologies : bio-info-nan(Feco
ecolog5r

Tbe information technology and communication
techaology have already converged leading to
Information and Communication Technology
(ICT). Information Technology combined with bio-
teshrclogy- hes led to bio-informatics. Similarly,
Photonics is grorvn out from the labs to converge with
classical Electronics and Microelectronics to bring in
rew high speed options in consumerproducts. Flexible
and u*reakable displays using thin layer of film on
transparent polymers bave emerged ati netv s.vmbols bf
entertailrent ad media tools. Nox., Nano-technolog.v
has come in- It is the field of the future tbat will replace

microelectronics and many flelds *ith t."*"odo*
applicationpotential inthe areasof medicine, electronics
and material science. When Nano technology and ICT
meet, integrirted silicon electronics, photonics are
born zurd it can be said that materizrl convergence will
happen.

With material convergence and biotechnology
linked, a new science called Intelligent Bioscience
will be born which would lead to a diserue free, happy
and more intelligent human habitat with longevity
and high humrur capabilities. Convergence of bio-
nano-info technologies can lead to the dwelopment of
nano robots. Nano robots when they are injected into
a patient, my expert friends say, it will diagnose and
deliver the treatrnent exclusively in the affected area
and then the nano-robot gets digested as it is a DNA
based product. I saw the product sample in one ofthe
labs in South Korea where best of minds with multiple
technology work with a target of flnding out-of-the-
box solution.

My experience inHarvnrd University: Comrergence
of science is reciprocating. Let me glve an example.
Recently, I was in the Harvard University where I
visited laboratories of many eminentprofessors from the
Harvard School of Engineering andApplied Sciences.
I recafl, how Professor Hongkun Peuh showed me
his invention of nano needles, which can pierce imd
deliver content into individual targeted cells. That's
how nano particle sciences is shapilg the bio sciences.
Then I met Professor Vinod Manoharan, who showed
on the other hand bio sciences is in turn shaping nano
material science as well. He is using DNA rnaterial to
design seH assembling particles. When particular type
of DNA is applied on a particle at the atomic level, he
is able to generate a prefixed behavior zrnd autornatic
assembly from them. This could be our answer to
self assembly of devices and colonies in deep space
without human intervention as envisioned by Dr K
Erik Drexler. Thus, within a single research building, I
saw how two different sciences are shapillg each other
without any ironcurtain betweenthe technologists. This
reciprocating contribution of sciences to one another
is going to shape ourr future and industry needs to be
ready for it. The curriculnm designers of University of
Moratuwa, may like to take this aspect into account
while forrnulating new courses.

Now, a new trend is emerging. The aspect being
introduced is that of Ecology. Globally, the demand is
shifting towards development of sustainable systems
which are technologically superior. This is the new
dimension of the 2lst century knowledge society,
where science and environment will go together. Thus
tk new age model would be a four dimensional bio-
nam-inforco based.
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.'-tu?.T Grire#ty Vision

Frid$, I kve in the last ten years met more than
t* ***ila yod ad faculty from more than 150
ei*'=rsities it Iadia ard 37 universities in abroad.
*red ca these iaterrctions, I wish to formulate a 2lst

rision for yow considerrtion.

* The uuiversities have to prepare citizens of the
fuure with a global outlook and be capable
of serv'ing his/her nation or nation of hislher
choice.

' Sciensr and technology and public policy are

interrelated for mutual benef,t and ushering in
human kind's development. This link has to be
sotdly built in the university education.

* Crood teacbers canbe in any part ofthe world.
Tk university has to bring in this resource
though innovative content generation in virtual
cla;s rooms.

t Techrclogical connectivities among universities
have to be pursued vigorously using cost
effective virtual class rooms.

* Cost effective continuing education possibilities
are ess€utial for citizens to be in tune with
time.

' k e&Htion lead to sustaimble
dercIryutdfueion?

* l+'ith tk *'orld poeuldirt increasing aod
resourpes d*'indling, 6 mindset has to be
del'eloped for comen'ing aad sharing the
rsources :rnd look for rex' research for abundant
resourc€s- This calls for a -mble spirit" as well
m a -rsearch spirit-

Ia smmry, tb 2lst ce*ry'uaiversity education
is e{E der.eQiag edi€H citizenship for a
hnarleQ= sccie+'fcrpeace *rra posperity of nations
d tk qantd 3Is r:e#-t L?etersitl' has to be the
i#r*f r# po*erbuse.

Cor-*dor

=!sr@3- 
E €# * * mL -v-ou what would

;-* # e bc g#s€ f+rl lbu have to evolve

@# St= 1;w @ '!'{B sbould write it on a

+E E** f,F ry * - roF aryortart page in the
hFE& #M* =*!et -4"G rse sill be remembered
f*'*e*ry # ** tryE s # histolv of the nation

- *@ fug rye = # irc +f im'ention, the pige
.€ i@+ % +& qr *- di*mt'er,v or the page of

creating societal change or a page of removing the
poverty or the page of fighting injustice or a page of
flnding innovative cost-effective healthcare system
bothpreventive and cur:rtive orapage of,how you have
facilitating establishment coastal PURA orHill PURA
in any part of Sri Lanka. I am sure, you would like to
do something different - out of box missions. I will
be very happy if you could write this page. And if you
mail to me your dreams, I can correspond on your out
of box ideas and thoughts. (ap1@abdulkalan.com).

My best wishes to all of you for success in your
mission of igniting the energy and ability of youth to
achieve accelemted societal transformationin Sri Lanka
and become an enlightened citizen of the world.

Ivlay God Bless you.

Oath for Students

l. Engineering, Technology, kalthcare and
Management is a life tioe mission I will
work, workqnd r.ott and succeed.

2. Wherever I am, a thought w-ill al*ays cone to
my mind. That is what process or pro&rt I can
innovate, invent or discover.

3. I will always remember that *Let trot my
winged days, be spent invain".

4. I realize I have to set a great tecbnological
goal that will lead 6e fs think high, r'ork aod
persevere to realize the goal.

5. My greatest friends will be great scientific/
technological minds, good teacbers and good
books.

6. I firnrly believe that no problem ca &feat
me; I will become the captain of the poblenx
defeat the problem and zucceed.

7. I will work and work for rrmoriry tbe
problems faced by plarct eath ir tie aeas
of water, ercrgy, habitd, s'5le nerugerrrent
and environment thrcugh tbe ry$icatioa of
science and techmlog..

8. I will work and r*'ork f6y meking Sri Ls*a a
ganary of south-east Asia.

9. I will be a good member of my famil1.. a good
member of the society, a good member of the
nation and a good member of tbe world,
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A STRATEGIC SURVEYi

By

A. Vmoo Kuvran
A. Vinod Kumar is the Associate Fellow at the Institute for Defence Studies

emdAn:rlyses (IDSA), New Delhi.

StrrmarT
The year 2011 will stand out in history as the year of the Arab Spring, when people in Northern
.lfrica and West Asia rose up against tyranny and revottedfor political emancipation. The upheaval
in the Arab world inspired similar uprisings and outpourings across the worldfrom Russia to China,
and even in theworldb largest democracies. 20ll marked the lhth anniversary ofthe 9/lt attacks in
the US, will also be rememberedfor Osama bin Ladenb hlling, which dealt a severe blow to the al
Qaeda terror network, and raised hopes of an impending decline of Islamic Jihad. One immediate
fallout of Osama b killing was the souring of USPakistan ties ds Pakistan 's duplicity in the War on
Terror was exposed. Needless to say, Southern Asia, especially the Af-Pak region, remained volatile
with Afghanistan struggling to move towards stability and reconciliation with the Taliban, white
Pakistan is simmering in intense civil-military strife. 20lI will be lorcwn for the economic crisis
which has gnpped Western economies and is likely to spread to the economies in Asia. Many of these
trends will, in all likelihood, continue in 2012.

torrent as em Occupy Wall Street movement against
corporirte greed and nn anti-comrption crusade shook
the political establishments in the world's two largest
democracies.

The Libyan uprising, which culminated in the
killing of Murunmu Gaddafi, also opened a global
debate on the Right to Protect (R2p), which hes
emerged as an altemative to international military
intervention in conflict-ridden sovereign nations. In
March, the UN Security Council passed Resolution
1973, which sanctioned efforts to protect Libyan
civilians from government-backed attacks. Although
NAIO abstained from sending troops to assist the
anti-government forces in Libya the constant aerial
bombardment played a decisive role in the fall of the
Gaddafi regime. Countries like Russi4 Chine, aad
India abstained from backing this military intervention
arguing that nations must determine their own political
course, though without answers on how to deal with the
gruesome violence rrnleashed by unrelenting despots
upon their own populace.

Decline of the West and the Eurczone Crisis

The year that commemomted the tenth anniversan
of the glt t attacks also showed signs of the mreh-
predicted Americzur decline. Sti[ struggling from
a stagnant economy :urd a historic dorvngrading of

i This report encapsulates the points made at an IDSA discussion on the strategic developments of 20I I ad a
forecast for 2012.

The Cascading Effects of the Arab Spring

The year 20 I I can indisputably be termed as the year
of theArab Spring that saw a wave of zmti-government,
:rnti-incumbent and anti-autocratic popular movements
sweep across the Arab world, from the northem
frontiers ofAfrica to the heart of WestAsia. Despots fell
in quick succession, reeling under a torrent ofpopular
uprisings which were driven primarily by a thirst for
political emzurcipation and democratic aspiration, with
a little flllip from external forces but largely facilitated
by the power of information technology and the social
media.

The implications were immediate and far reaching.
From Tunisia to Yemen, people assembled in city
squares, and the countryside, to demand their right to
determine their own destiny, and to end decades of one-
man, one-farnily, or one-party regimes. The marvel of
the Arab Spring, though, was its czucading effect on
to regions beyond the Arab world. An unprecedented
public outpouring rrnselfled the hitherto invincible
sovereign of Russian politics, Vladmir Putin, and
threatens to disrupt his plans to preside over Russia for
another decade. Even in Communistrcontrolled China,
where dissent is tantamount to blasphemy, sm:rller
towns have risen up in revolt against comrption,
economic deprivation, and political subjugation.
Democr:rtic societies, too, were not insulated from this
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its sovereign debt, mandarins in Washington were

scurrying to exit from one battle-zone zrfter zrnother, :n

prolonged and ill conceived wars added to the woes of

the US economy. After a hurried exit from kaq despite

continuing terrorist attacks, Washington is preparing for

a pbased withdrawzrl fromAfghanistan, which is likely

to push the already volatile country into greater chaos'

Nothing illustrates the gradual decline and erosion of
America's global writ more then its souring ties with

Pzrkistan, a strategic ally for nearly half-a*entury. As

it moves into an election year, the US political scene

anticipates another tumult with the incumbent Bu-ack

Obama staring at the possibility of a close presidential

race amidst declining popular appeal, even as the

Republicans remain mired in the complexities of their

consewative ideology.

In 2011, a contagious soverci€F debt crisis

threatened to destabilize the Eurozone and took the

sheen off of the European Union, zrs the fisqrl turmoil

ignited by governmental imprudence permeated

through Europe's major economies. Germany and

France, as EU powerhouses, spearheaded salvaging

efforts by pushing for greater flnancial reforms in

affected economies including Greece, Italy, and

keland. These were accompanied by major shenges

in the political dispensations in Greece and Italy. The

ssming year might determire tbe fate of tbe Euro ad
also whether the crisis in Europe w'ill spread to the

growing economies inAsia.

Ibrror's Final Frontier?

The global campaign against terrorism hit its mark

in May when US Speciat Forces r:rided a compound i-n

1fos p2kistani cantonment town ofAbottabad and killed

Osamabin Laden This was not just a tremendous blow

to the al Qaeda rets'ork but also exposed Pakistan's

duplicity in the War on Terror. The Abottabad raid

brought to the fore tk erosion of trust in the already

strained Us-Pakistan relatiooship, beginning with the

Raymond Davis incide* ad ragng anti-American

sentiment following regular drore attacks on Pakistani

territory. Following Admiral Michael Mullen's

scathing remarks onthe role of Pakistan's Inter-Seniice

Intelligence (ISI) inbuttressing Taliban groups, senior

US officials pushed the Pakistani security establishment

to terminate its support for terror groups ' NAIO's attack

on a Pakistani border post in December, which killed

24 Pakistani soldiers, and Pakistan's decision to order

US troops out of the Shamshi air base illustrated the

irreprable levels to which US-Pakistan relations fell

in 2011. Meanwhile, many feel that the al Qaeda will
be unable to salvage itselffrom the recent setbacks and

find it dfficult to operate or exist in a highly securitized

environment. The post-Osama period, therefore, might

be the flnal phase of global Jihad, as perpetnrted by al

Qaeda, even as newer or splinter groups might emerge

with the szrme ideology, though with lesser effrcacy.

The Volatile Af-Pak Neighbourhood

The recent developments in Pakistzur have been

detrimentnl to a face-saving US exit fromAfghanistan.

The country continues to remain urstable and the

Taliban's ability to further destabilize the Afghan

govemment continues to increase. As the Karzai
govenrment struggled to consolidate its rule amid

allegations of misgovemance and comrptiorl its
parallel effort to engage the Taliban was derailed

when the peace negotiator Burhanuddin Rabbani was

assassinated. The tumult that prevailed through 20ll
raises considerable concems about the direction in

which the conflict-ridden country is headed, if and

when the US withdmws, possibly leaving the burden of
menaging Afghanistan to Pakistan and other regional

players.

Pakistan's ability to influence events and politics

in Afgbanistan could, however, be diminished as it
struggles with internal political strife. The Pakisran

Army, as the omnipotent colossus controlling the state,

saw its credibility hitting a remarkable low after Osama

bin Laden's safe haven wm detected. Its dual policy of
fsing a fronfline ally in the War on Terror while also

supporting key insurgent and terror groups in Af-Pak

and Kashmir came under stress following Osama's

killing. Amidst speculation of an impending coup to

s:rlvage its lost pride, the Army came under greater

stress following revelations of an alleged attempt by

the civilian government to secure Washington's help

in preventing such an eventuality. As the civil-military
face-off aggravated to unprecedented levels ever since

the return of the democratic dispensation, the attempt

to clip the powers of the Army and ISI leadership could

turn out to be a game-changer at best, and could push

the country to further tunnoil at worst. Thus, 2012

will be crucial not just for the country's civil-military
relations and political (in)stability, but would zrlso

determine the fate of the Army's writ over the state as

well as the ability of democnrtic institutions to wrest

absolute power. For a change, public support in favour

of em Army takeover diminished corsiderably in 201 I ,

notably zrfter the raid inAbottabad.
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Thaw in India-Pakistan Relations?

A positive outcome of Pakistan's donestic turmoil
was the civilian government's attempt to improve
relrtions rvith India. Americem prcssure on the ISI
rems to have restricted its abilit-y to orckstrate terror
strikes in India at least in the short term. Following
Osama's killing, the Pakistan militnn' also seems to

have backed the dialogue prffiss with India- which
received a mrch-reeded tllip &is .verar. Both nations

ageed on a rre\r' set of coddercSuilding rrrcasures

to iryove relatioss. Pakis*atPrire Miaister Gilani's
r-isit to Indi* &rirE tb cdr-liet Wortd C:ry and tbe

BIrIrE tlus higt{svet Eeetirys on l}e si&lires of
tk SAARC sunmit, besi& oodad oftcial-level
interactions, were the highs of 2011.

Iritqnts persisted, howeveg as Pakistan remained

mncommitt'l on prosecuting the 26/ll perpetraton,
even as anti-India groups like the Jamaat-ud-Dawa (zrs

a political inczunation of the Laskhar-e-Taiba) attains
greater influence among pekistan's extremist groups.

The coming year will demonstrate how Pakistan's
ixerrrl political turmoil affects its relationship with
Indir, sspeqially if the Army and the ISI were to
alretnpt to re-invigorate the insurgency in Krchmir
ir order to regain lost ground. A potential coup in
Pakistan could der:ril the dialogue if the Army resets its
terms of engagement with India. Imrzrn Khan's rise as a

third alternative, purportedly with the Army's backing,
migh not be helpful as the former has raised the pitch
on Kashmir in his recent c:rmpaigns.

China's Ascendancy

Chine's emergence as the world's second largest

economy was accompenied by apprehensions about its
ircrezrsing assertion in regional theatres. By launching
its first aircraft carrier and waming external powers

about meddling in the South China Sea, Beijing has

forew arned that its rise need not necesszrily be peacefirl.

Beijing, though, dreads a multilateral consolidation
against it, involving the US, India, Japan, andAustralia.

Meanwhile, a lucnrtive region which beckons China
rvould be Af-Palq especially after the US exit. China
has invested heavily in Pzrkistzrn zrnd seeks to extend its
infl uslrse throughAfghanistan towards the oil-rich West

Asia and Centml Asia. On the one hzrnd, it is focusing
massivsly on the Karakoram link to Gwadar; on the

other, Beijing is worried about the fall-out of the Af-
Pak turmoil on its frontiers. This is essentially due to
yet another uprising in restive Xingiiang, which Chiira
blamed on terror czrmps operating out of Pakistan.

China's assedive engagement in SouthemAsia and the

t

Indian Ocean region is the foremost stnrtegic qrrrer!
for India. In a year that saw significant highs and tox-s
in Sino-Indian relations, New Delhi did the rrnexpect€d
by taking its strategic challenge to the South China sea-

prompting Chinese commentators to predict a new
Indian assertiveness and efforts to emerge as a counter-
balance to China in the region. After a promising start,
however, border negotiations failed to progress after
China qpposed New Delhi hosting a grand Buddhist
gathering which was addressed by the Dalai Lzrma. As
hdia upgrades its border infrastructure and military
preparedness to match Chinese efforts on these fronts,
tbsre are possibilities of greater strain and competition
intbeirrelatiorehip during the coming year. The coming

1'ear till also be crucinl :rs China will go through a
lea&rship uansition India will have to watch out for
3sy shang€s or nuares in the new Chinese leadership's
policy towards India the border dispute, and Tibet.

Indir eed its Ne[hbourhood

Increasing Chirese influence fu its oeigbbourhood
has forced New Delhi to get its act together. The vear
saw an affrrmative Indian foreign polic-v at *-ort as Nen'
Delhi went the extr:r mile to improve its relatiomhips
with key neighbours, including Pakistan- NWL
Banglades[ and Sri Lanka. Engasing tk t\*siss
in Nepal proved fruitful, ls1ryi1fosrqnding ttre latter's
preference for China. Efforts are on to exploit tk
Indian linhs of the incumbent Prime Minister Baburam
Bhattami, and to help sustain the consolidation of
Nepal's constitutional edifi ce.

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's visit to Dhka
was a lzmdmark event in India's improved relatios
with Bangladesh. Notwithstanding the Teesta irritanr-
a host of agreements during Dr Singh's visit helped
in mitigating the dominant anti-India sentiments rn
Bangladesh, spearheaded by Khaleeda Zia's pag, ad
Islamist groups.

The challenge, however, is to enhance [ndia's
influence in Bangladesh both politically and
economically, while carefirlly assessing the potential
for military diplomacy as well.

While competing with China for infrastructure
pro.jects in Sri Lanka, New Delhi sought to assist in
the political reconciliation process, post LTTE. At the
same time, it pushed the Rajapakse government to
restore political and economic rights to the Tamils.

An active engagement with the Nasheed
government in Maldives in 201I was another highlight
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of India's neighbourhood policy. Concerns of Islamic
revivalism in the country and the emergence of a pro-
Pakistan right-wing remein issues of concem for both
governm€nts. Analysts see the sffi toward greater

democrrcy ns providing siErrfficant operating space for
the Islamist group. Ominously, these groups are being
backed by the Qayoom-led opposition. New Delhi is
also aprehensive about an impending economic crisis
in fhis tourist-haven creating an opening for greater

Chinese involvement in the Indian Ocean regron.

India's Outreach in its Extended Neighbourhood

20ll saw India improving its relations with kan,
probably driven by the lull in India-US relations.
Following Dr Singh's meeting with Imnian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on the sidelines of the UN
sunmit in September, the chill has given way to new
optimism. The Indian Prime Minister prepures to visit
Teheran i\.2012 zrnd zrlso engage Iran as the upcoming
NAM chair. The possibility of Indian participation rn
the IPI gas pipeline might open up during the PM's
visit.

India zrlso made efforts to enh.anc€ its stake in
Central Asia, especially rn Kazakhsta-n Turtrmenistan
and Kyrgyzstvrn, which saw several higt-level
diplomatic engagements. En rg,r' contitrues to be

a priority :uea besides euha*ing India's strategic

presence in tk region Defence cooperation hes

improved significantll'. tklugh economic interaction
has not been as satisfactorl-. This region will be a

priority area for ldia ia 2012, especially as the US

furthers its witlrdrawal from Afghanisten.

India's Look-East policy is shwing results as 201I
witnessed regular irctenrctions *'ith South Emt Asian
nations, most of *'hich are egually concerned zrbout the

Chinese :rscerdarry in tbe region A gradual transition
in favour of democlatic forces and a fresh American
opening have spurred th potential for India's greater

interaction with Mvrnmqr, more significantly as a

means to coutter China's irfluence in this strategic
junction between South and South East Asia. A strategic
competition rvith China also defines India's rendezvous
with Afric4 for rvhich New Delhi seeks to optimally
use pladorms like tle ldia-Africa Summit.

India-US Relati,ons: Not Exciting Anymore?

India-US relations saw a lull in 20ll as the

bonhomie of Presideut QS;rma's visit in late 2010 soon
gave way to disgmntlement driven by a number of
policy setbacks.

Washington did not take lightly the rejection of US
companies in the MMRCA fighter deal and the supplier
liability provisions invoked in the Civil Nuclear
Liability Act. That the seat of the US envoy in New
Delhi remained vacant for many months, especially
after the MMRCA disappointment, exemplified the
Ob:rma administration's disinterest in India. The
strategic partnership hardly moved in 201 I ; there is little
prospect of significant movement in the near future as

2012 is zrn election year in the US. However, engaging
India becune crucizrl as US-Pakistan relations turned
sour; more so, as the US'exit plan forAfghanistan is
being devised. India will also be a key player in any
American containrnent plan for China. The naming of
Nancy J. Powell as envoy to India in December shows
that Washington cannot afford to ignore New Delhi for
long.

Fukushima, Iran's Nuclear Ambitions and a New
Leader in North Korea

A devastating earthquake and tsunami resulted in
the loss of thousands of lives in Japzrn. The catastrophe
also cut down the aoolant system at the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear facility, causing heat to rise and damage
the reactors, resulting in a major radiation leak. The
Fukushima incident triggered a global outcry about
tbe safety of nuclear reactors. While some European
nations like Germany overreactedby discarding nuclear
energy revivnl plans, i11 India protestors blocked land
acquisition at Jaitapur (Maharashtra), where anAreva-
backed new plant is planned, and also at Kudankulam
(Tamil Nadu), where Russian-constructed reactors are

on the verge of being commissioned. Despite safety
concenrs spurring public protests, the rising demand
for power has forced many govemments, including in
Japan, to restore faith in nucleru power. Meanwhile, the
Fukushima episode propelled the Indian govemment
to invoke a supplier liability clause in its civil nuclear
liability law and, later, dilute the provisions in the
rules and guidelines, apparently under pressure from
key nuclear supplier states. On the other hand, India
also confronted the Nucle:u Suppliers Group (NSG),
following the latter's decision to curb Enrichment and
Reprocessing (ENR) technology transfers to non-NPT
states. Coming in a yezu when India actively sought
NSG membership, the stand-off on ENR transfer
comFlicated its relationship with the cartel.

The Iranian nuclear programme continued to
mise concems as Tehran defied the international writ
throughout the year. Even as the US was alleged to
be undertaking s:rbotage operations inside kan, a US
surveillance drone was shot down over lrani:rn air
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space. Meanwhile, the IAEA presented a fresh report
with palpable evidence of Imni:rn weaponisation
plans, prompting fezus of an imminent Israeli strike
at Washington's behest. Going into election year, this
evenhrality looks probable if Obama were to seek to
score brownie points by stopping a proliferator.

North Korea, as the other nuclear trouble-spot,
has gained considerable global attention following
Kim Jong-il's death. The Supreme Leader,s succession
by his relatively young and ine4perienced son, Kim
Jong-un, whose approach towards nuclear weapons
:rnd exterrurl engagement remains ambiguous, hes yet
to show any effect. The coming year will witness how
this Swiss-educated leader will approach the outside
world :rnd whether he will lead the country to a West_
imposed disarmarnent or go in for further annament.

These apart, nuclear issues remained largely
dorm:rnt in 20ll as the promises of prague were
h"rdly reflected in non-prolifemtion or diszrrnament
initiatives. The only active issue was the US_Russia
tiffover missile defence inEurope, which the Russians
threatened to counter in equal measure. Contrary to
expectations, the Obama administration did not push
for CTBT ratification in a Republicandominated
Congress. Though nuclear security initiatives ere
said to be consolidating since the first summit, key
organization:rl measures seem to be snail-paced. The
next summit in Seoul in early 2012 might provide some
impetus to this Obama-inspired initiative, especially in
an election year.

Kyoto Protocol will prevail

The Climate Change Summit in Durban in
Decemberproduced mixed results as nations. alter ktd
negotiations, agreed to emission cuts uo&r tk e-xrsury
Kr.oto prctocol until a nerv legal trEat-v is 4read ryoa
b1 J0l-i {xhich rvould come ilro forse b1 3*30i ?be
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Green Climate Fund that will generate over 60 billion
ponnds every yeiu from 2020. Tk eatar meeting of
the UN Framework Convention on Climete Chenge
GfNFCCC) llr-}0l2 will debate the nerv treaty.

What's in Store in2012?

The coming year will throw up greater chellsar".
as well as opportunities for India,s foreign policy
:rnd stmtegic planning. The most crucizrl objectives
in 2012 will revolve around maneging the fallout
of the global economic crisis that will have a ripple
effect on the Indian economy. As the world's fastest
growing economies, China and India will have to play
abiggerrole inglobat economic diplomacy and engage
considerably in managing the crisis in20l2.

Despite the domestic environment being not
conducive tbroughout 2011, as the country remeiped
split on key policy issues, New Delhi still managed
to effectively conduct economic diplomacy in its
neighbourhood. However, a flrrther slump in growth
trends in 2012 might have implications for defence
planning and economic diplomacy. Taken together
with the setbacks in defence cooperation, the FDI (in)
decision does not augur well for India,s economic
relations with the US, its kugest tmding partner.
Tmde seems to be a balancer in India's competitive
relations with China ss ls1fo nations attempt to improve
economic ties; although the trade imbaLrnce in far.our
of China is not in India,s interest. Optimalll, using tk
most favoured nation (MFN) sirtrrs vis-i-vis pakistan
amidst potential polideal uncertainrie n-ill be vet
anotkr test for lrdie's dipl,omatic rcuree Coducting
foreigapoliq- m l0l2 nill- rherefore. 6s 3 glerriag
3affi c Idia s€ets to B:IIe irs r*reregs €ross a
*ide pxnra of *rategic iss*s_ Eler.atine its role
ra tle g:hbal ecorxrEr!- influgnl-iog tb ouicore of
tb QAar E{Bg on a ues. climgls treatl. l61.ing
for NSG redership- pxhrng fo, gr.rt", reforms
itr tb LI\-SC, @oling pakisan ro disqard its rerror
idmrrctuq improring retations nith \tashagton
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.HEARTASAWEAPON,: A FRESHAPPROACH To THE CONCEPT
OF HEARTS AND MINDS

By

Vrypr CHaoua
Col Vivek Chadha @etd) is a Research Fellow at the Institute for Defence Studies andAnalyses (IDSA),

New Delhi.

Summary

ll/inning hearts and minds is accepted as one of the principal components of counter insurgency (CI)
strateg/. The Indian government and the army have for tong adopted it as i cornerstone fir weaning
away the population from the influence of insurgents. The strateg/ has been practicei with mixed
results in the past. Howeveti the recent "heart as a weapon" initiative in Jammu and Kashmir has
been received favourably both by critics of security fories and by the state government. This brief
compares the initiative with similar strategies in the past and analyses the reasons for its greater
acceptance. It also raises the possibility of its inclusion as a WHAM component of CI strategt in the
sub -c o ny en ti o n al do c trin e pre s e n tly un de r formu I ati on. I

Introduction

Discontent against the state and its expression has often been seen by governments as a challenge
to authority. Ll'hile a small minority has usually taken up arms in an insurgenqt, large segments of
the population supporting them are also considered suspect through 

"o*jli"ity, 
iryespec*tive of the

nature and extent of support. Unlike the practice of the Indian army, armies elsewhere sometimes
crush the opposition with ruthless application offorce, both for o"ii*irg immediate aims as also
for a demonstrative impact. Howeveri this graph of state led violence to suppress dissent has fallensteadily, with the shifi from autocrdcy to oligarchy and finally to demoiiacy in most countries.
However, even democratic countries havefaced a steep learning curve, often it the cost ofinnocent
lives- This is at the cost of popular support, well lcnown to be a criticat factor in counter irrurgrn"y
operations. It is only in the recent past that a renewed emphasis on the "hearts and minds,' and a
counterinsurgency approach, as against counter terrorism, has led to thefine tuning ofoperations.

India is amongst a few countries which hove gained experience over the years in dealing with CI
challenges. The "hearts and minds" approach has been a pincipal component of this straleg,,. This
was enunciated in detail in the sub-conventional doctrine of the army released in Decembel 2006.,
As the mandatory fwe year period of its implementation comes to a close and with the joint sub-
conventional doctrine also having been released, it would be timely to dwelt upon d recelt WHAM
initiative, called "heart as a weapon", as inputfor the new doctrine.

I

Concept of Hearts and Minds

It is widely accepted that the people form tk
centre of g:avity of any insurgenc-v and tbereby also
of a counter insurgencv campaign Mao had s.aid that
'the guerrilla must move amongst tk people as a fish
swims in the sea', Cralula seconds this when he says,
'the population, therefore, becomes the objective for
the counterinsurgent as it was for his enemy.,3 If the
population is tk centre of gravity, then winning it over
remains the key for defeating an insurgency.

The concep of "hearts and minds,, is generally
attntuted to Gerald TemFlerwho implemented it during
tbe Malayan Campaign (1948-1960).a The strategy is
sesa as one of the import:urt reasons for British success

and has since been cited as the basis for the British
approachto CI opemtions inNorthern Ireland, Iraq and
Afghanistan. However, there has been criticism of the
strategy. Issues regarding the inherent contradictions
involved in achieving its desired aims have also been
raised. Paul Dixon argues that despite the hearts and
minds phrase :rssociated with the British CI campaign

I As part of the debate, see Ali Ahmed, Blsysle Human Rights as

fe Core Organising Principle in Counter Insurgenry, November
14, 20ll,IDSA policy Brief.

2 Doctrine for Sub Conventionel epsrafi6ns, Headquarters Army
Training Command, Shimla, December 2006.

3 David Galula, Counterinsurgency Warfare: Theorv and practice.
Pentagon Press. New Delhi. 2010, p. 52.

a For a detailed review see Robert Thompson, Defeating
Communist Insurgency: Experiences from Malaya and Viernas-
Palgrave Macmillan I 97S.
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in Malaya, coercive measures were employed leading
to human rights abuses.s

The US counter insurgency doctrine also

emphasizes hezrts :rnd minds when it says: 'Once
the unit seffles into the AO (area of operations), its
next task is to build tnrsted networks. This is the true
meaning of the phrase "hezrts and minds," which
comprises two separate components. "Hearts" means

persuzrding people that their best interests are served

by COIN success. "Minds" means convincing them
that the force can protect them and that resisting it is
pointless."6

While this approach highlights the same sentiment,

however 'convincing them that the force can protect

them zurd that resisting it is pointless'7 does indicate the

aspect of inevitability of siding with the security forces
vis-i-vis the insurgents. The US human rights record also

contradicts this sentiment. Amnesty International in its
2011 report says, 'US forces in Iraq committed serious

human rights violations, including killings of civilians.'8
The French CI expert Roger Trinquier, also recommends
gaining the support of the population as a pre-requisite

forconducting successfi-rl operations. However, this very
logic is accompanied by a recommendation to use all
possible 6.sens to achieve it,e thus suggesting limitations
in following through to the entire satisfaction of critics
who have often accused security forces of excesses. This
contradiction suggests either the impr:rcticality of an

ideal WIIAM approach or the inevitability of shades of
grey in its practical execution.

Indian Experience

The concept of WHAM has influenced the CI
approach of many countries including India. In the

Indian context, it was applied during CI operations

in the Northeast, to include Nagaland :urd Mizoram,
and subsequently in other insurgency zrffected regions

as well. Amongst the more visible subsets of this
approach are Operation Samaritan in the Northeastem
insurgency zrffected states and Operation Sadbhavana

inJ&K.

Nehnr's desire to win over the Nagas rather than
achieve forced assimilation impacted the army's
approach to the insurgency in the region. It further
flowed from the very pinnacle of the army leadership,

with the Chief of Army 51*ff isstring a special order of
the day forthe troops deployed inthe area highlighting
the importrnce of 'rvinning their (he people's)
confidence :rnd respect and to help them feel that they
belong to India.'10 Internal literature of the armv has

since incorpor:rted tkse sentiments and cemented the

principles outlined by the WHAM strategv. However,'
the first open document, v'hich formally enunciated the

army's approach, was its doctrine of 2004. It said:

'Popular support is the comerstone of atl CI
operations. All actions, including military
operations, should be undertzrken to seek the
voluntary and willing support of the people in
the affected :rea. Winning the Hearts and Minds
(WHAM) of the population through low profile
and people-friendly oper:rtions is the most essential
aspect of successful CI openrtions.'1r

This was frrrther amplified by the Sub Conventiorurl
Doctrine of December 2006, which noted the need for
a "humane face" given the reality of dealing with the
"misguided youth of the country". It also reidorced
the need to employ "minimum force" to ensure "least
collateral damage".tz

Muchlike the Malayzurcampaign, whichbecame the
genesis for the terrn "hearts and minds", its application
was not perfect in the Indian context as well.There
have been accusations of hum:rn rights violations and
loss to life and property,t3 even as reduction in levels
of violence :rnd restoration of normalcy in states like
Mizorirm was achieved.

The :rrmy's experience, levels of awareness and
greater sensitivity towards fouman rights have ensured
that the "hezrts and minds" strategy is the principal
component of its approach to CI operations. However,
there seems to be a misconception regarding the
application of this strategy. It is often seen as a passive
approach wherein military action against rebel forces
is forsaken in a quest to win over the population. The
nature of WIIAM is probably best described by the

ll

12

l3

Paul Dixon, "'Hearts and Minds'? British Counter-Insurgency
from Malaya to Iraq," The Joumal of Strategic Shrdies, Vol. 32,
No. 3, June 2009, pp. 353-81.

FM-3 -24, Counterinsurgency, Headquarter Department of Army,
December 2006, p. 19 1.

Ibid.

Amnesty International, Report 2011, The State of Worlds
Human fughts, http://www.amnesty.org/en/region/iraq/report-
20 1 I #section-65-8, accessed on November 3, 20 1 I .

Roger Trinquier, Modem Warfare: A French View of
Counterinsurgency, New Yorlg Praegeq 1964, p. 38.

As quoted in Rajesh Rajagopalan, Fighting Like a Guerrilla: The
Indian Army and Counterimwgency, Routle.dge, New Delhi,
2008,p. 147.

IndianArmy Doctrine, Headquarters Army Tninirg Comrund
Shimla, December 2004, p. 27 .

Doctrine for Sub Conventional Operations, Headquaders Army
Training Command, Shimla, December 2006, p. 27 .

ffusp hqs been a number of cases sf [uman rights violations
against the arm-v sirce its i-duction in CI operations, though a

vast majoriE hes been proved as false. However, it is evident
from si.ailable records rhrt tbe lnitial period of deployment did
*'itress collateral rl"mge and r:asualties i-o a larger proportion
tbaa is tbe case in tk Fescrt enr'iroDrenl, Lt Col Vivek Chadha,
los'ldensin Con8icts ir l.dia - AnAnal]'sis, Sage, Nerv Delhi,
20O5. p. 3*6.
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-iron fist and a velvet glove" initiative of the then
Chief of Army Staff, General JJ Singh. Elabomting on
tk strategy, he said:

'the armed forces were pursuing an "an iron fist
in a velvet glove" policy in the troubled areas of
tk North East and Jammu and Kashmir. The "iron
fist" was reserved for misguided elements and the

"velvet glove" for innocent civiliars caught in the

"crossfire."'ra

This policy received a further impetus with the

enunciation of "heart as a weapod' initiative by the

Srinagar Corps, which looks after what is widely
considered as the most sensitive area with respect

to human rights violations.

Components of tHeart as a Weapon'Strategy

The SrinagarCorps tookthe initiative of announcing
its *heart as a weapon" strategy in 2011 It is not

diffrcult to imagine the scepticism with which it was

received initially, given the street protests just months

earlier resulting in the death of over 100 protestors.r5

Tk initiator of the concept indicates the essential

difference between WHAM as it was practiced in the

past and the hearts and minds approach:

'...there is an essential difference between the

conventional WHAM approach and that of the

'Heart Theme'. The latter has, as its basis, the

retention of power through genuine goodwill,
humane attitude, sympathetic conduct and, most

of all, an understanding of social, cultural and

monrl sensitivities. The arrogance of power needs

to be subjugated to the goodness ofattitude. Such

ern approach appeals to the psyche and not the

materizrl greed of people. The Heart Theme is,

therefore, several steps beyond WI{AM :rnd way

aka<l of Sadbhavna.'16

Hort'ever, despite its share of critics, the policy was

x*'elcomed amongst a large majority amongst the loqrl
poprlation 17 The policy clearly distinguishes between
the balarce required for stabilisation through force
and rrinning over the support of the local population.
The latter is seen to be a matter of the heart. The man
rcsponsible fortbe doctrire, Lt. Gen. SyedAtaHasnain
says tht the.' Ak4? is not my rveapon. It's a mere tool
to be used occasion:lly- The kart is ml"weapon'18

E=irh rhk as tbe hxis of tk sttarcS. tk iaitratives
t*&rr cm be -eraryed tr.der tto disfrert beads- Tbe fust
s gcbehg*;al G{.Bcti*Ei erld tk **ld ftrac{iral
*ad rsehrtE*

,{s pat d t* e@+:€ Egi*ea *fps
s-66 irtiti# b bEd # ea:ti#r{#ll@
ia tk kts cf rk #- &rrs.iry e srre tk

hearts of the population. Some "*r-j". include,
obsewing Muharram as a 'non convoy' day to avoid
inconvenience to the people,re holding numerous #ar
parties for the local people, respecting and adopting
the cultural heritage of the people by imbibing the
"jee jenab" concept, which emphasises the Sufi
tradition of polite behaviour, holding interactions with
the people as part of "awamee sunvayee " to listen to
their grievances and allowing them inside the walled
headquarter at Srinagar, as also visit the museum
" i b ad at- e - sh ah a d at " .20

A number of practical initiatives has also been taken
to help:rlleviate the day-today problems of the people.

There is a strict check to avoid collateral damage during
operations, a constant source ofconsternation amongst
the innocent bystanders caught in the terroristarmy
crossfire. Stringent rules of engagement have been laid
down to reduce incidents of collateral damage. Convoy
timings have been changed to avoid peak traffrc hours
to reduce inconvenience to the people. These initiatives,
unlike some others in the past, are not a standalone
venture of the army.

Interaction is being coordinated at the level of
Unified Command at the apex level which is presided

overby the Chief Minister, followedby the Core Group
at the corps level headed by the Corps Commander.
Visits of the Corps Commander include interaction
with local civil administration offrcials. This bas

ensured participative and cohesive decision making
and implementation of schemes. 11 has also removed
barriers of communication between the common man
and those in decision making positions.

l5

Insurgency will be dealt with an iron fist says Army Chief, The

Hindu, Febnrary 18, 2007, http://w'*'w.hindu.com/ 2007 i O21 18i

stories/200702 I 8 I 3720 I 00.htm, accessed on November 4, 20 I I .

onislam, 06 May 20 I 1, http://www.onislam.netleoglisb nes's
asia-pacific/45 2 1 40-indialaunches-kasbmir-charm-offensite.
html, accessed on November 4, 201 l.

Lt. Gen. Syed Ata Hasnain, The Heart is my Weapon: Kashmir
Revisited, The War College Joumal, Septemper 2011, \,{ol- 40.

No. l, p. 2.

A large number of dailies, amongst which some hsve been critical
of the army's role in the Valley openly came out in praise of the
policy. See "A People's General," Kashmirlive.Com,www.
kishmirlive.com/story/A-Peoples-GeneraU777l08.html, Aptil
17, 2011, accessed on November 4,2011; "Army Uses Heart
as a Weapon " August 31, 2011, www.greaterlcrshmir.com/.../-
armv-uses-heart-as-a-weapon-40.asp, accessed on November
4. 2011; ad *Army Uses Heart as a Weapo&" Azad Kasbmir,
Augus 31, 2011, aza4'kashmir.com/generaVarmy-uses-heart-
asa-$eqorr . rcr:essed on November 4. 2011.

Fs:ce rlfurzrne. lv{rf" 2011. http:i/*r*rr-.forceindia.net
l*rr:esq l e<pl axessed on liovember 4. 201 1.

'C-e I{re Ra€s X.shmir.- Somh Asian l@a Jemqry i1.
-=i:- *t=: *he*aaida!-onurcategorizedgec-l*E-
@q=J&&€- *::# r:* xl;.red<r J- :011.

#
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Reasons for Success

The "hearts and minds" strategy is the basis of
the Indian Army's operational involvement in CI
operations. If that be the case, the present "hezut as
a weapod' initiative could well be considered an old
strategy, rechristened under a different name. While
the new concept is undoubtedly b:rsed on the same
principle, there are however some less-than-subtle
differences that highlight the reason for it becoming
the basis for army's operational strategy in the Valley.

One, it is probably for the f,rst time that even while
recognising the role of the "gun' in CI operations, the
"heart" has been givenapriority. This clearly underlines
the thmst and intense importance attached to the two
components of the army's operzrtionzrl role.

Two, Hasnain has set a personal example by
reaching out to fhe russes. His approachahility and
genuine desire to place the heart ahead ofthe gun has
forrnd an instant connect withthe masses. The initiatives
taken by the anny may not have hezrled decades old
psychological wounds of the people, but they have
indicated to them that the men in uniform care about
issues that are both practically :rnd emotionally releveurt
to the common man.2l

Three, there has been a concerted attempt at educating
the troops, ensuring that orders eue carried out and
enforcing the sentiment behind the initiative at the
level of troops.22 While this may be perceived as an
obvious outcome given the hierzuchical nature of the
organisation, however, pzrst experience and reality
have often belied this notion.

Fou4 enstingeffective communication of the initiative
through access to the complete chain of command
and transparency of action has led to unprecedented
credibility and understanding of the army's position.23
With people as the centre of gravity, the media connects
them to the army and government at one end and the
insurgents at the other through its medium. The "heart
as a weapon" approach has susssssfully employed this
medium as a carrieq to effectively connect u,ith the
local population.

Five, the civil administration and paramilitan' forces
are as much a part of this initiative ru the iumy. In fact
the Corps Comm:nder cleuly and accurately deflnes
the role of the army as that of an "adjunct" to the
government, dispelling any doubts about the nature of
the initiative.2a

Recommendatious

The 'heart as a rveapon'initiative has struck a cord with
the local population. However, there is a possibility of

the initiative losing its value in the long tenn if this
momenfum is not taken to its logical conclusion. Some
suggestions in this regard are:

o Often good ideas become a czrsualty to poor
implementation, especially after a change of
command given the absence of ownership of
the idea. Therefore, the initiative should be
included as part of the proposed doctrine for
the Corps Zone, given the local flavour of
some of the initiatives.

o It also needs to be included as part of the
new sub conventional doctrine as a guideline,
keeping inview relevant generic aspects ofthe
"hearts and minds" strategy.

o Initiatives such as these might at times be
perceived as personality driven.25 However,
it needs to be understood that only strong,
influential iurd far sighted personalities
achieve far reaching results. Therefore, rather
than rejecting it as the personal initiative of
an individual, the system needs to celebrate
the intellectual depth of one amongst them.
General Templer is associated with the ..hearts

and minds" strategy, General petraeus withthe
US counter insurgency doctrine and General
JJ Singh with the 'iron fist :urd velvet glove,
idea. Doctrines need personalities as drivers,
in this case the Srinagar corps commander,
ably supported by his zurny commandeL

o The 'heart as a weapon, initiative clezrly
places the winning over of the population
as a priority, in the endeavour to eliminate
insurgency rather th:ur the insurgent. It is this
aspect which will reinforce the need to win
over the population rather than emphasise on
"kills". It will also hightight the criticality of
ensuring human rights irrespective of the stage
of the counterinsurgency movement.

"Art of Peace," Outlook, September 12, 2}ll. The article
describes shouts of "shame, shame,, from the shrrdents present
when discussing human rights. However, the head of the
organis21i61 had the confidence to accept criticism, discuss the
issue and thus win over the audience. Such attempts at reaching
out to people deserve to be emulated. http://wrrv.outlookindia.
com/'article.aspx?278168, accessed on November 6, 2011.

All troops carrl' a booklet with instructions regarding the rules of
engagement zrnd do's and don't.

Outloolq September 12, 2}ll, http://wvrv.outlookindia.com./
article.aspx?278 168, accessed on November 6, 20 1 1.

Force Magazine, May 2}ll, http://wuru.forceindia.net/
Intewiewrnay2.aspx, accessed on November 4, 201 I.

See Outloolg September 12, 2}ll, http://www.outlookindia.com/
article.aspx?278 168, accessed on November 6, 201 l. Indications
of unease amongst authorities have been indicated in the story
which. if true, do not bode well for the initiative.

2l
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The creation of doctrines have long been an

in-house effort at best :rnd the contribution of
avery few individuals at worst. A doctrine will
only instil a sense of ownership from a feeling
of participative creation. Given the very
nafure of sub- conventional operations and the

possibility of di.fferences of opinion onvarious
aspects between practitioners and theorists, a
debate on its contents is lsssmmended within
the service and input tzrken of experts in the

strategic community.

In addition to the above, the absence of a
wider debate and broad based contribution
to as fund:rmental a document as a sub-

conventional doctrine takes away a certain
degree of legitimacy from it. It is therefore

recommended that the draft subconventional
doctrine be placed on the army's website for
contributions, suggestions and constructive
critique to enable the evolution of a more

mature thought process. It will also moderate

the vision of individuals with the acceptability
of a larger audience.

There seems to be a perception that hearts

and minds as a strategy becomes more

pronounced only when the level of violence
is brought under control. Nothing could be
fudher from the reality. A high intensity of
operations, which usually accomp:uries the
initial period of CI operations, is more liable
to result in human rights violations. Therefore,
it needs to be reinforced that while a military
prominent approach during the initial phase

of CI operations might seem to bring down
violence levels, in reality it pushes the
population further towards the insurgent. This
incidentally is exactly what the insurgents
want. Thus, the heart as a weapon approach
must be an inherent part of CI from the initial
stages along withthe military component. It is
only then that success can be achieved.

Conclusion

The 'heart as a weapon' approach reinforces
what has been the doctrinal guideline provided for
CI operations. While it follows the basic principles of
"hearts and minds", yet the prominence of "he:rt" ns

the principal bridge between the estranged population
and the government could very well bring about a
change in perception, that has for long been the very
basis of CI campaigns.
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II\TRODUCTION TO SRI LANKA COAST GUARI)
By

AorrllRer DuanuEpzuYA RSP VSV USP

Presentation to ARFRO on 24th November 201I

Introduction by: ACM, D Perera VSV President ARFRO

This eveningwe are going to have a presentation by none other than Admiral Dharmapriya. Admiral
Dharmapriya is presently the Director General of the Sri Lanka Coast Guard. He himself does not

need any introduction as such as he is well known to a lot of us but I would like to take the liberty

for the few who may not know him to briefly comment on his career in the Sri Lanka Na4t prior to
his present appointment as the Director General. Admiral Dharmapriya was enlisted in the Novy in
197I and retired in 2006 afier 35 years in seruice. After his initial training at the Maritime Academy

in Trincomalee he had followed various specialized courses in staff and navigation in India and in
the USA. Admiral Dharmapriya is a Graduate of the National Defence College, India. He has also

held a number of command appointments during his Naval career, culminating as Director Projects

and Plans at Naval Headquarters. Afier retirementAdmiral Dharmapriya joined the Sri Lanka Ports

Authority as Adviser, Maritime Affairs. In June 2008 the Government appointed him to the post of
Director General Sri Lanka Coast Guard and gave him the responsibilily to initiate the formation and

administration of the new Institution, the appointmentwhich he holds to date. I have the pleasure now

to invite the Admiral to makp his presentation.

Thankyou forthe kind introduction. SeniorOffi cers

and Gentlemen; I will give you a brief introduction to

the Sri Lanka Coast Guard. It is the latest Department

established in Sri Lanka, we are very young, we are

crawling but I am hoping we are going to walk very

soon. Our Motto is "Susadi Savyrak" which meens

maritime environment free of accidents, free of crimes

and free of pollution. The vision of the Sri Lanka

Coast Guard is "To Facilitate a Szrfe, Secure ard Clean

Maritime Envirorunent for all Maritime Activities".
The Coast Guard is a non-military civil agency and it's
a law enforcement agency.

Now I will talkabout maritime safety, security and

cleenliness of maritime environment. I will explain

briefl1'rvhat is meantby szrfety and security. Sometimes

people mlx up safety and security with defence. Safety

meens to eliminate deaths, injury and property damage

associated rvith maritime transportation, fishing and

othr maritime activities. In other words if a fishennan

{tr a rrarirrcr goes out to sea they must come back

safe[ That is n'hat we call Maritime Safety. Then

Smitl: mrnl'people mix up maritime security with
maitire &fence. Martime Security is to protect

Etritirc &nrain from pimcr'. florv of illegal drugs,

illegal fishing. illicit human trafficking,
maritire terrorism zrxl ottrer acts of violation of law

in tk mitire ares for example if you are living
someq'here wherc tkre are illeg,al activities around

vow house like some persos running an illicit liquor

booth a brothel or a dmg den or something like that,

you feel that you are unsafe and that you are not

secure. So you must get the maritime domain free of
illegal activities so that the mariner or a fisherman or
a person involved in m:ritime activities feel that he is

free zrnd safe. The other main requirement is mantime
pollution prevention i.e. providing a cleaner sea for all
maritime activities by prevention of pollution caused

by maritime trarsportation etnd other activities. Some

people thinkthatthey candump any garbage inthe sea.

But *.e must realize that the sea is not a place to dump
garbage and we must look:rfter the sea. The biggest
polluter is what we dispose from land. Also people

tend to dump a lot of gartage into the sea like sewage

:rnd other polluted materi:rl. In addition there is certain
amount of pollution caused by maritime transportation
like pumping out wastewater, bilges and so on to the

sea. So we must make sure that ships will not pump out

their sewerage or bilges to the sea.

I will briefly discuss about the maritime activities.
First is maritime transportation i.e. mainly shipping.

Ninety percent of the worlds' cargo is transporled
by sea. Then the fisheries industryt exploration and

exploitation of mnrine :rnd seabed resources, tourism.

recreation, hydrographic, oceanographic and research

activities, offshore installations, maritime industries.

submarine cnbles and underwater pipelines, ports

zurd harbours. Now there are many more mantime

activities apart from the few I have mentioned during

our discussions that pollute the sea.
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I wzrnt to speakbriefly about the rnaritime domain of
Sri Lanka. We have a God given geographical location,

but we have not made use of this geographical location

up to now. The Govenrment's vision is to make Sri

Lanka the Center of the Asian Silk Route once again,

taking advantage of its unique geographical location.

Sri Lanka has 2000 nautic:tl miles of territorial waters

and 2000 nautical miles of exclusive economic zone.

Extremely large areas suweyed have more than one

kilometer of sediment and that we can claim for our

outer limit of the continental shelf margin. We have

a coast line of 603 nautical miles and 21,'700 square

kilo-meters of territorial waters and 465,800 square

kilometers of exclusive economic zone. Our exclusive

economic zone is seven times that of the lzrnd euea.

Continental Margin - The trade for conti-rental

mzrgin has already been submitted. Tk deadlfue wits

l3th May last year and we have submitted it on 8th

May last year. Once accepted, tk nation is going to

get bestowed with sea 'area2l times th Laud :uea :rnd

inherit high potentials for minerals ad otkr services.

The Continental Margin will determi-re the role the

country czrn play in &e Indian Oc€atr especially in the

sea south of the Islan4 because in tk South of the

Island there zue no land ma*s up to tk SouthPole- So

we have absolutely no problem in tk South but in tk
North Eastem sector our claim and th€ Indian claim are

overlapping. We submitted orn claim on 8th May last

yezu, and the deadline was l3th May but India did not

submit their claim and on l2th May they requested an

extension. They waited till we submitted our claim tmd

they have also submitted the claim covering the same

area. So we have to negotiate this with India' In our

territorial waters, we have all sovereignandfiscal rights,

i.e. whatever the rights we have on land is there for
territorial waters, as well. But ships without obtaining

approval from the Govenrment cannot pass over our

territorial waters, they can sail through our territorial

waters i.e. in the Naly we call it "innocent passage".

But air traffrc cannot fly over territorial waters without

obtaining prior approval. We have all the rights in

territorial waters. But in the exclusive economic zone

we have rights on the sezrbed as well as in the water

and nobody can do exploration or exploitation other

than Sri Lanka in the exclusive economic zone' But in
the continental shelf rve have only the seabed rights,

we don't have total economic rights in the continental

shelf. If it is minemls orfuel orw-hateveris available in

the seabed we can do the exploration and exploitation.

Any other country c:rn fish in the continential shelf as

the sea bed is considered as highseas and is open for

other Nations also. The major portion of sea lanes are

passing just South of Sri Lanka. From Cape Town,

through the Red Sea zmd through Suez, from the East

Coast of Africa ernd from the Middle East vessels

proceeding to the East and from the East again vessels

proceeding towards the West. Over 160 ships pass

through the trafflc separation zone just south of Dondra

everyday. This is the figure for last year, it might be

more this year. But up to now nobody is monitoring
the movement of vessels in the trafflc separation zone.

If there is an accident it can be very disastrous to our

coastal belt in Sri Lanka. So in future Coast Guards

will monitor these ships.

The other very important factor are Harbours. We

have four major harbours in Sri Lanka i.e. Colombo,

Galle, Trincomalee and KKS. We are developing

four ports; Colombo South Port Galle Harbour

Development Project, Hambantota Phase one project

whichthe President has inaugurated last week nnd will
be completed by Mry or June next year and at present

we are preserving Trinco for the future. Colombo is
the hub port in South Asia and 60% of the Region's

container cargo is trans-shipped through the Colombo

Harbour. The Port of Colombo bandled 3 .5 million TUs

last -vear. Last yezr there r*'as a drop due to recession

and this year it *ight go up to 3.7 or 3.6. India is
developing a number of ports. Colombo rvas handling

tk high€sr capacity ofcargo about four years backbut
ml*'hdia hes develop€d tk Port of Nava Shiva under

tk Jawaharlal Nehru Port Tnrst and they zre handling

more volume than Colombo but Colombo h:rndles more

transship czugo than Nava Shiva. Some people used

to say that India is developing their ports lilie Nava

Shiv:r, Cochin ad in tbe East Coast tk-v have alreadl'

declared Chennai as the Eastern Hub and tk,v are

developing Calcutta and Tuticorrin:rlso wi& container

terminals. But still the Indian czrgo trans-shipping

through Colombo is more than last year because India's

industries are developing fssfsl than the shipping. So

still their ships have to come to Colombo for docking

for their cargo to be tmns-shipped through Colombo.

Though Nava Shiva is handling more volume thsy are

solely the inward and outwzrd bound cargo to India
and not trans-shipped cargo. (Referring to the map)

This is the Colombo Port Expansion Project, this is the

existing port. The existing port is of l5 meters in depth.

Post-Panam:x vessels carrying about I 1,000 to 12,000

TUs enter Colombo. Those are very big vessels. But
the expansion project will be over l7 meters. So super-

post-panamaxvessels carrying about 17,000 to 18,000

TUs can enter this place. Once completed there *'ill be

four terminals. According to the current plan the port

services will be provided by the Ports Authority but

all the terminals will be handled by private compenies.

This will be betterfor management. Even at present in
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Colombo we have two major terminzrls; one is the Jaya

Terminal owned by the Government and the other is

tbe SouthAsia Gateway Terminal. The (SAGT) is very

effective compared to Jaya Terminal. Their work output

is much bettel then the Jaya Terminal. For example to

lift a container from a ship and transport it by the prime

mover nnd stack it in the correct place, at SAGT there

are four to five people involved, whereas in the Jaya

Terminal there are 2l people involved for the same

trsk At present the Ports Authority spend 52.5%o of
their income on salaries and wages and it is overstaffed

iReferring to the map) This is the Magampura Mahinda

Rajapaksa Port it was inagurated on I 8thNovember and

Phase I was completed. The flrst ship Jetliner entered

the Hambantota port on the l8th. @eferring to the

trIap).This is the Galle Harbour expansion project :rnd

this is the initial project proposzrl. Initially they were

planning to build a huge container terminal outside

the existing port but there was a lot of opposition to

this zrnd even I myself was against this because I don't
think this is commercially viable because we will have

an expanded the port in Colombo by that time and

in Hambantota to have another big commercial port

with container terminal facilities is not commercially

vi:rble. Now the Government has changed this plan

and they are going to develop Galle as a Yacht Marina
with a focus on tourism and for Yachts and that is a
viable prcgramme. This is the only harbour that has

t$'o areas ons for shipping and the other for fishing

vessels. According to the current project proposal this

r*'rll be 8 meters in depth for coastal shipping. I don't

knorv tbe comrercial riabiliq of this because we

doa't hase many Coas Liners i.a Sri Lanka but still it
is better to kr.e some sort of facilin 63s this but to be

commercialll- ri*le i har-e m1' doubs.

Th other rzsks of tb Coast Guard is fisheries

pro{dioa Le- to pret'ent umutborized forcrgn vessels

engfffed ia fishing h Sri Lankan waters. As you all

Lue- if ousiders corrre and flsh in our waters we will
be lo$ng our tsh stocks. Then, Search and Rescue;

Grr fisherrea are extremely ignorant, not only ours,

tbe *orld over flskrmen are ignorant. They go out

to sea s'itkrut carrying any life saving equipment; or

b!'itlg adquate sparcs or rations. If they can stert

tbe engire tkl' go out:rnd many vessels end up with
ergir failure problems. When there is a.mechzrnical

failure sorebod-v h;.s to go and search for them and

re-re tbm and it is a very expensive exercise. Since

tk Csast Guard is still h the nascent stage the Navy
lr*s 6 15 that. Last rueek there was a vessel that had

a breali doua ard the Nary had to spend :rbout five

tirm th raft.re of th'e vessel for search and rescue. So I
a1-sef proposedto the Fisheries Ministry to make sure

that fishermen carry zmd the required eqluipment and

spares when they are going out to sea, but still its not

happening. The other big problem is local flshermen
fishing by unauthorized methods like dynamiting and

other illegal methods of flshing. So we have to prevent

local flshermen from getting involved in unauthorized
methods of fishing. [1 many countries during the

breeding season fishing is prohibited in certain areas

but we don't have such rules we have to forrnulate these

rules otherwise our fish stock, especially close to the

land or in coastal areas will be depleted. Already over

607o ofthe f,sh stock in the coastal areas has depleted.

The other thing is to prevent loczrl flshermen getting

involved in illegal activities. Our fishermen think once

they get a fishing boat there are more lucrative jobs

than fishing. During the LTTE erir even the Southern

fr shermen were involved in transportation of explosives

and illicit humantrafficking, and smuggling etc. So we

must make sure that flshermen will do only fishing and

not be involved in illegal activities.

We can cooperate with foreign Coast Guiud

Agencies to resolve matters pertaining fe fishing.

Everyday Indian Coast Guzuds arrest a couple of
flsherrnen. So we can deal directly with the Indian

Coastguards. There was an Indian Coastguard

delegation that visited Sri Lanka week before last and

we had armnged meetings with all relevant agencies

and they visited the Director General of Fisheries

and all other Depnrtments like Customs, the Naly,
Ports Autboriq CDL aod the Narcotics Bureau, and

tk-v have had presentations ald even"one w'as very

iopressed exc€pt tbe Fiskries Dep:utment. Sri Lanka
has more thao +2,000 flshing vessels involved in
fishing dail1'. Tkse are the statistics I obtained from
tk Department of Fisheries. Approximately 3000

fishing vessels openrte each day and we have opened a

b:rse at Mirissa and I used to visit the Mirissa Fishery

Harbour frequently.

In addition to flshing these vessels could be used

for smuggling, drug tnrf0cking, and illegal human
tr:afficking. One vessel was apprehended by the Naly
and it was taken to Kalpitiya and the Naval authorities

found that there was fishing gearbut no fish. The other
problem is human smuggling. Due to busy sea lanes

closer to Sri Lanka illegal human smuggling can take

place in an organized rnanner. Fishing vessels and

cargo vessels involved in human traffrcking have been

observed many a time and one was apprehended by tk
Navy in 2003 and at the time of the arrest there were

253 p:rssengers onboard and 1000 were waiting ashorc.

Out of the 1000 there were very few Sri Lankans but a

large number of Indiars, Pakistzmis, Bangladeshis and
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a few from Myanmar. These persons were taken into
custody but presently the Navy is doing the search and
rescue openrtions. Once you go out to sea looking for a

boat in high seas, in rough weather, you cannot go close
to that boat and rescue it. So the best thing is to launch
a rescue helicopter. This vessel was abandoned by the

crew and later the crew was taken in by a f,shing vessel
and then handed over to the Navy and this vessel was
towed to the Colombo Harbour by a Ports Authority
tug and currently the vessel is with the Naly.

On another occasion, a vessel had left CoxB,azaar

in 2008 heading to Australia with illegal human traffic
and the vessel developed engine trouble on 20th
February and started drifting and on 3rd March the
Navy detected the vessel. Initially the Navy thought it
was an LTTE vessel but later they realized that it was
a vessel involved in human smuggling and the vessel
was brought to Trincomalee. By the time the vessel
arrived of the 2 I people on board, I 2 had died when the
vessel was drifting. So these :re the search and rescue

missions. I am referring to these incidents to show the
importance of search and rescue.

The other big problem is Marine Pollution
Prevention. At the moment Sri Lanka doesn't have
any facility for Marine Pollution Prevention. Earlier
we didn't have even a contingency plan but last year
Marine Environment Protection Authority (MEPA) in
which I was also a Director, prepared the contingency
plan for oil spills and now the plan is there but nobody
is geared to do the opemtion. The Coast Guzrd mustbe
able to handle an oil spill. Coast Guzud is the Agency to
handle an oil spill. In2006, a vessel called "Armoured
SharlC' was a carrying timber to Bombay and in the
South Galle harbour, there was an oil spill and at that
time the Marine Pollution Prevention Authority didn't
know what to do because they didn't have an oil spill
contingency. They didn't have the know-how at all and
they had asked the Ports authority what to do. The Navy
had instructed them to call the Indian Coast guard and
Indian Coast Guzrd came and cleared the spill. There
was another vessel that was carrying 4000 metric tons
of sulphuric acid, which had developed a lezrk and
they forcibly tried to enter Trincomalee. The Navy,
took over a tug from the Ports Authority and towed the
vessel out to sea and 85 nautical miles at sea,the vessel
sank with 4000 metric tons of sulphuric acid plus the
oil. The ship was arrested and MEPA went to courts.
This is how ignorant we arc; when we were trying to
claim we had prepared the claim for US$I50,000.00.
Then I said "this is absurd and the Director Generzrl

asked me what should be the claim and I said at least
15 million Dollars. Then MEPA requested NARA to

indicate the impact on maritime environment due
to this. Within no time we got the response saying
"negative" without doing anything. Then I said that we
have to do observations, we have to do routine patrols
up to 85 nautical miles, we have to observe the coast
and we must claim. Though I had said that we should
claim l5 millionDollars I said we have to claim at leat
1.5 million Dollars. We released the crew keeping the
Captain under arrest and he stayed at the Hilton till
the case was over and ultimately we got the money.
We requested the Navy to submit their bills for their
services and that was settled.

Establishment of Sri Lanka Coast Guard; as I told
you is at a very nascent stage and we are still crawling.
Sri Lanka is having an ambitious plan to develop
maritime activities inclusive of explor:rtion turd
exploitation of marine and seabed resources. We have
immense seabed resources. Now we are doing fishing
and even fishing is in a very pathetic stage. We don't
have :rny modern methods trnd presently we are using
very primitive methods in flshing. We have ilmenite
right round Sri Lanka but what we do is we get the
mineral s:rnd and export ilmenite. So out of ilmenite
we can produce many other metals like titanium and
we must go ahead with that. The latest one is thorium.
Thorit'm is the future nuclear fuel and the biggest
deposits are in the West Coast of Sri Lanka and that's
our future potential. There are so many resources other
than fish; we have fuel, gas and mzrny other things in the
seabed. So our future is in the seabed zurd therefore the
development of tur effective Coast Guard in Sri Lanka
is extremely important and that is the Government's
vision. Considering the above factors, the Cabinet
of Ministers have approved the establishment of the
Depzutment of Coast Guard on 4thApril 2006. So you
can now visualize the time factor, to get things going. In
2008 I was appointed as the Director General and I took
overthe appointment on l gth June 2008. My initial task
was to prepare the Act which was prepzred and passed
in Parliament on 9th. Once the Secretary Defense
gives his concurrence it goes to the Legal Draftsman
and then the Legal Draftsman sends it to the Attorney
General. So the Attonrey General's concurrence also
has to be obtained. Once once the Attomey General has
approved it goes back to the Legal Draftsman and the
Legzrl Drzrftsman submits it to the Cabinet as an initial
Cabinet Paper and thereafter it has to go again to the
Cabinet for approval. Once the Cabinet has approved it
will be sent back to the Legal Draftsman and then the
Legal Draftsman submits it to the P:uliamentary Select
Committee. ff the Parliamentary Select Committee
disagrees with the document again the whole procedure
will have to be repeated. Once the Parliamentzrry Select
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Committee approves, it goes to Parlizrment and once it
is eaacted it is called an "Act".

Sri Lanka Coast Guard is essenti:rlly a non-military
iretitution- It's a law enforcement agency for the at

sea. As I told you Coast Guiud is not only a national

requirement, it is an international requirement. We are

Members of theAsian Coat GuardAgency, the leading
role is played by the Japanese. From Coast Guard to

Coast Guard you can contact each other without going

thrcugb Ministries or the Government. If you are a

military person you cannot contact any other military
person outside without approv:rl from the Ministry
of Defense. But those restrictions are not there for
Coast Guards as it is a non-military agency. Sri Lanka
Coast Guard was inaugunrted on 4th March 2008

rre started our operations on 4th March 2010. Many
people question me zu why we need a Coast Guard?

Tk mission of the Navy and the Coast Guzrd are two
different things. We must clearly understand this. What

is the mission of the Navy? The mission of the Naly
is to conduct prompt and sustained operations at sea

ia rcspect of nationnl policies to maintain territorial
lntegnty zrnd sovereignty. Nary is a defence force. So

-rou must not mix defence and security because they

arc two different issues. Navy is the sole authority for
the sea and they are doing their job extremely well and

they are always respected. I am a Naval Officer myself
:rd if somebody ask me what my profession is, I will
sa,v that I am an ex-navel officer presently working for
tk Const Guard. Coast Guard can seek assistance from
tk Nary in keeping with the Navy Act. If we cannot

tackle a problem at sea, the Coast Guard can zrlways

seek essistance from the Navy. The Coast Guard is

corsidered as peace offrcers, and has power under

errergency law. When the emergency was not there

rve hed to carry at least one policeman when we are

cbcking something. Likewise, the Navy can carry a
cor.ple of Coast Guard personnel because we are the

policeren for the sea. The US Navy, when they wzrut

to csrn' out a law enforcement task even in the Middle
East or sorervkre, they carry a couple of Cozut Guard

persoonel on bo:ud rmd prior to the operation they fly
tbe C.oast Guard flag and then conduct the opemtion.

Tk mission of the Coast Guard is to ensure

Eritirc securit)' end enforcement of maritime law
t$ eosrre thzt all mariners :rnd all those who are at

!€Er ere Siding b1- the laws. Coast Guard also has

**] ersure maritire traffic safety. As I told you there

ibffirll be a tr*fts cop for tbe sea. So if all the required

;rr.a-bo6 sls trl-es there rvon't be accidents, ther6
:*e'1be *rs:<ers aod it is called "Post State Control of
tr&er;ie=* SlryFsS: , At ile moment the Coist Guard

does not have of Post State Control o1' ,"r"*r,
Shipping because it is under tk Director General of
Merchant Shipping. But Coast Guard & hare that
power, especially the US Coast Guard- Thel' check
the vessels at sea within tkir rvaters aDd if all the

requirements are not there they can impose a file .r"l
they are very hearry fines sometimes acorple of million
dollars. So if our Co:rst Guard can get tk Post State

Control of Merchant Ships, then the Coast Guard csn
be run without burdeuing the Tre:rsury. Another thing
is that Coast Guards are different from one amthr
the world over their activities and their powers are

different.

Ensuring Fisheries Protection, rescue of ships aod

people indistress at sea, protectingmarine environmed-
preventing imd controlling marine pollution ad
combating maritime disasters are erlso furctions of the

Coast Guard. This is important because our ilrrritirrrc
environment is being destroyed. Places like Hillia&x*a
Coral Gardens, Bar Reef Kalpitiya, Pigeon ldrnd
Trincom:rlee are being destroyed ad tl,e Etititi€s in
these areas are not being monito."d bl- aalaurhoriq'.
With many local tourists visiting tkse plares thel-

anckrr tkir vessels all over ad are desroying tk
corals. According to some Org:nization that haq done

a surre!' at Bar Reef Kalpitiya and they compare this
to tk Great Barrier Recf inAustralia. In Sri Lanka all
the Pearl B:nks fosys been destroyed as tkre are no

monitors in these areas. So if you don't take prer entive

measures our marine environment will be totally
destroyed very soon.

tr'unctions and Duties of Coast Guard: To

prevent illegal fishing in the coastal areas of Sri Lanka
and the protection of flshermen including rendering
assistance at sea, to assist customs and other relevant
authorities in combating anti smuggling and anti
illicit immigration operations. At times, the Customs

and the Marine Environmental Authority, have to
go out to sea but they are not ge:ued to go out to sea

because no department in Sri Lanka can run a vessel

or a ship under the depzrtmentnl framework. To run
a vessel you need discipline, like in the Navy but the

Merchant Shipping is running ships because of money.

In Merchant Shipping, there are no absentees they will
erll report for work because they will not be paid if they
are absent. They report for work in the Navy because

they are bondedby discipline. But inthe Departmental
Framework there is absolutely no discipline and wages

are very poor. The Department of Fisheries has got

a number of vessels from foreign countries like
Wennappu Maru, Samudri Manr and many more, but
they too couldn't operate and ultimately these vessels
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also ended up with the Naly. The Coast Guard is also
a Department and that is a big problem and we are
trying to amend the Act to get out of the Departmental
Framework. The Secret:rry Deferse has agreed to the
proposal and now we have to prepzue another Cabinet
Paper and follow the same procedure that I explained
earlier.

InitiateAction to prcvent and manage piracy at
sea: It's a very tedious task. Earlier there was piracy in
the Malacca Straits and the Japanese took a leading role
and fonned the Asian Cost Guard Fomm because they
were attacking Japanese ships and at that time Somali
Piracy was not there. So they developed ths [ndonesian
Coast guard, Malaysian Coast Guard and Philippine
Coast Guard and they were provided vessels with
helipads and all otkr facfities ad tby established a
pimcy reporting center in Singapore ad asked them to
patrol the Malacca Straits. Now there is no piracy there
and piracy takes place in Somalia. So the establishment
of the Asian Coast Guard Forum is exhemely effective
and there are two meetings each year and wherever it
is held it is sponsored by the Japanese.

Cooperate with Law Enforcement Agencies and
Armed Forces by taking necessary measures for the
suppression of termrist activities occurring in the
maritime zone and the tenitorial waters of Sri Lanka:
Once we go we can assist the Navy. Naval ships are
very expensive; a fast attack cmft will cost about
seven million Dolftus. Sirce Coast Guard operations
zue cheaper, we can do the surveillance at sea and
inform the Naly. So opemtions rvill become very cost
effective.

To assist relevant aqthorities in ensuring safety
of life and properqy at sea: Tkre are otkr agencies
like Merchant Shipping, E*.fuonmental Protection
Authority :rnd Ports Authoritl'. Tbe Coast Guard must
work with them and coordisate ad collaborate with
them to carlr out their tasks.

Parficipate in Searrh and Rercue operations
for human beings in times of uaturel catastrophes
and to assist salvage operations in rclatbp to vessels
and other goods after snch catastrophes and otter
accidents at sea: that is like tsuarrriq cvclones etc.

To assist in the preseia-atirotr and pmtection of
maritime and mariue euvircnment: I hat'e explained
this earlier.

To assist releyant auttorities in the
implementation and monitoring of measunes
required for the prrvention and control of marine

pollution and other disasters which occur at sea: I
have explained this earlier.

To assist in the protection of marine species:
There are a lot of marine species zrnd we zue already
working with the University of Ruhuna to declare the
Mzurnar Basin as a M:rine Biological Reserve. It does
not mean that we are going to stop fishing in that zrea
but there is zrn immense m:rine biological diversity in
that area therefore the area should be protected. The
Science Foundation, Coast Guard and the Ruhunu
University will be preparing a paper to be submitted
to UNESCO.

Ib disseminate information including warnings
by radio or any other means in times of natural
catastrophes: [n times of a Tsunami or cyclones we
will get imrolved with the general public and conduct
awareness prognrnmes to educate the public and to
inform them well in advzurce in order to take preventive
measures.

In addition to all these things if the Govenrment
wants us to do something else, the Coast Guard is there
to do that too.

Powerof the Coast Guard: We have all the police
powers; we are peace offlcers. The Coast Guards sball
have the powers to stop, enter, board, inspect and search
any place, structure, vessel or aircr:rft and to zurest and
detain any such vessel or air craft. If it is suspicious we
can arrest. (Aircra means a sea plane, that,s why we
call it an aircraft.)

Demand the production of any license, permit,
record, certificate or any other document: To inspect
such license, permit, record, certificate or any other
document or take extracts from such license, certificate,
record or other documents, investigate any offence
which it has reason to believe is being committed or
about to be committed or has lesa committed.

Exerrise the right of hot pursuit: As I said we
are different from the Naly: we are also policemen.
You must have seen policemen always carrying a note
bmk zrlwal-s. rvhen they are doing a job of work they
are alrvavs thinking of legzrl prosecution, and that,s why
tkv make notes. In the Navy we don,t bother about
these things rvejust arrest them and hand them over to
the police. But in the Coast Guard it is a bit different; in
the Coast Guard vessel when they are proceeding to sea
at least a minimum of three people maintain their note
books in addition to the main lsg. So all legal evidence
has to be recorded by the Coast Gunrd and the Coast
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Guard personnel have been hained in police academies Discussion:
to follow these procedures. We do the Naval part as
well as the Police part.

Examine and cease or dispose of any fish or
any article, goods, vessel, aircraft or any other item
relating to any offence which has been committed
or it has reasonable grounds to believe that such
offence has been committed and arrest any person
whom it has reason to believe has committed an
offence under any written laws in Sri Lanka

As I told you we are in a nascent stage we
don't have sufficient assets, we have just started
zrnd I have submitted a five year capacity building
project proposal to the Government. We st:rrted
in 2009 but we couldn,t do much that year and it
was shifted to 2010; we need at least one offshore
patrol vessel, which we don,t have four coastal
petrol crafts and two patrol crafts, we got two
CPCs from the Navy but we have a big problem
with regard to funds. Naval vessels are very
expensive, it costs millions of Dollars. Due to high
cost, my request to the Treasury has not get been
approved. We have 50 officers and 250 sailors and
we are planning 10 of0cers and 100 sailors from
outside but it has not been approved up to now
and we have our headquarters in Colombo and
our first base is in Mirissa and the Mirissa base
has been well established. I have submitted my
propos:rls up to 2014. Within the next few months
we will establish abase in Oluvil and Kandakkuli
and approval has already been granted. But there
are no vehicles inthese stations because the Indi:rn
Line of credit was stopped and the establishment
of these stations were delayed. The other bases are
Trincomalee and Point pedro and Thalaimannar;
these:re the bases we will establishand inaddition
to tbat the Secretary Defence has instructed me
to establish another base at poonagsfi near the
Sangupiti Bridge.

To end my presentation I quote ..It doesn,t matter
rvhere on earth you live; everyone is utterly dependent
on the existence of that lovely living salt water soup.
There is plenty of water in the universe without life,
but nowhere is there life without water. If the ocean is
sick u,e feel it, if it dies we die, our future and the state
of the ocean are one.',

Ttrat is extremely relevant to us, we are an island
mii,on-

Tba* 1'ou verv much!

Comm. Mendis: you mentioned that you want to
remove the Coast Guard from its Stqte Deparhnental
status, but what do you want to introduce in lieu? How
is it done in other SL4RC Countries?

Lecfur:er: As I mentioned Cost Guards function
in different from country to country. In India the Coast
Guard is headed by a serving Naval officer. They
function under the Ministry of Defence, and they do
not depend on other countries. US Coast Guards and
Indizrn Coast Guards, automatically comes under the
Navy at times of war.

Comm. Karunathilalaz you mentioned that one
of the key responsibilities is law enforcement in the
exclusive economic zone and also assisting the Sri
Lanka Customs in anti smuggling. Can you throw some
light on the authority vested in the Sri Lanka Coast
Guard for law enforce ment?

Lecfurer: We are vested, as I mentioned in my
presentation with all the police powers. Customs,
immigration and fisheries sector have certain powers
on lnnd. Similar to the Excise Department zuresting
an illegal brewery. They are confined to that particular
section only. Now the Coast Gu:ud qrn deJ with all
these things. Police can arrest those who are involved in
robbery or those who zue brewing illicit liquor likewise
we are for everlthing. So we can assist customs, we
can assist immigration, we can assist fisheries. The
Coast Guard can tnke customs personnel out to sea
because the customs have to play a majol role. Even if
the Coast Gu:rd apprehend a boat, smuggling we have
to hand them over to the customs. So we can arrest
them and evenprosecute them, but the authority is with
customs and that's why we have mentioned the word
"Assist the relevant agencies,,.

Commander Shanthi: you said that you had a
couple of discussions with Indian Coast Guard and
in the news papers also I saw that the Indian Foreign
Secretary Nirupama Rao stating that she is going to
help Sri Lanka Coast Guard and my questioi is what
sort of help are you gettingfrom Indian Coast Guard?

Lecfurer: When we established the Coast Guard
we requested all our Embassies and foreign missions
through the Ministry of ExternalAffairs to assist us in
capacity building which means resources, training etc.
The Indian Coast Guard visited Sri Lanka to discuss
with us the type of assistance we need. My number
one priority is iur Offshore patrol Vessel capable of
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handling oil spills and chemical spills serlvage, plus flre
flghting as we don't have a single vessel in Sri Lanka.
Everyday there is an increase in maritime activity and
there will be a big increase in trrff,c once they start
the Norichchalai Power Plant for coal transportation
and we must be geared to tackle any accidents due to
rough seas. We don't have a single salvage tug in Sri
Lanka. When I was in the Navy I repeatedly requested
a salvage tug because it's a multi purpose thing. The
szrlvage crew shouldbe properly tr::rined to do a salvage

operation. The crew has to be perfect in seamanship.

With the introduction of hi-tech we are losing on our
ssamansfup. But once you go for a salvage operation
it is seamanship that you require. Likewise, we must
expertise in salvage where the Coast Guzud should
have a team that has experience in salvage operations,
fireflghting, training and their experience in CG
operations zurd equipment. With regard to training,
the Indian Coast Guard, is trained by the Navy. But
now they have established two independent training
institutions. The Indian Coast Guard has developed

their expertise in Cozrst Guard operations the Naval
tasks. They were initially established in 1978 and now
they have developed vastly. Sri Lanka must also follow
them and develop our Coast Guard. The Japanese

are willing to grve Sri Lanka tnrining :rnd they have

already offered us four coumes and the Nippon
Foundation has offered us fou! four year courses at
the Maritime University in Holland. But I don't have
any one to send. The US Coastguard have also offered
four year courses for Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is getting a
lot of support from other countries for tr:rining, but up
to now I don't have anybody to send.

AVM Elmo Perera: You mentioned a very vital
point for future generations i.e. the availability of
Thorium in the West Coast. One of our retired fficers
in the Air Force Late Mr. Marasinghe told me that
the Southern Coast of Hambantota which is 1000
kilo meters, we have not only Thorium but also large
deposits of Uranium. So all these things will be very
vital for our future. What is the department that the

Coastguard propose to deal in preserting these very
vital resources for the future. Is it the Geographical
Survey Department or is there any other Department.

Lecturer: Up to now they have not established a

proper department for that. There is a Department called
Mining zrnd Nafunrl Resources and the Government
is yet to establish a Department for exploration and

exploitation, of seabed resources. Though exploration

should go under:rn independent body, but t'ney aon't
have such a body. So we :ue proposing that th€
Govemment establishthese things and the Government
is going to do that very soon. Our seabed is extremely
rich and untouched and that is why many people are

keen on our seabed. I:rlso heard about the uranium
deposits.

AVM Lal Perrcra: You spoke about the Coast
Guard but one little aspect is you have to use some

force and you said you have police powers. How will
you use this force because I think it has to be minimum

force and how much will the force you are going to hove
dffir from the Navy or any other maritime military
organization?

Lecturer: Today, one of the expertise in the
Coastguard is Board nnd Sezuch Operations. I was
discussing this with the Indian Navy to design a kit
for borud zurd search. You have to carry a pistol, a
communication seg built in mike, knee pads, ankle pads
etc., and this kit hes to be extremely impressive. But
we don 't have such capacity at the moment. Singapore
is conducting boiud nnd search tmining and they bave
agreed to train us free of charge. The number of people
who will carry out bo:rd and search will defer from
incident to incident. My plan is to establish a special
bozud and search squadron like in the Naly as they are
well equipped. The Philippines are doing extremely
well in that area. So, as I told you we are still cmwling
and trying to do that slowly.

Capt M. L. Gunaratne SLAMC: What is your
present recruiting procedure, policies and yourfuture
plans?

Lectuer: I have requested the Government for
cadre approval for recruitment. I find it difftcult under
the depzrtmental framework to maintain discipline.
We don't have the power of punishment. So I have
requested that there should be some sort of power
of punishment to be delegated to the Commanding
Offrcers. So all these things came into our recruitment
process and the Secretary Defence asked me to stop
recruitment for the time being and he approved to
transfer 1000 personnel from Navy to the Cozrst

Guard on a secondment basis. They can be regulzr
level reserve offrcers or serving officers. But I need
able seamen and the Secretary Deferse directed the
Commander of the Nalry to release 1000 from all
levels. Now it is happening and I am taking them batch

mderclcitrtrcncs{(esundertkeCPC(smtltopet 
' 
h t,'t t ( t"H tk 0o**t, .{ tk N,,, ,k I

because Ceylon Petroleum Corporation is there to don't want everyone together and asked on a batch by
aiaPortaa<u.la:stn'bute- ButexplorafiAnan<Iexplot'raaba batoh basts beoauso we have to i1sue uniforms etc. It
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dqleds on our monetary allocations and according to
tb allocation I am absorting them little by little. That
* shat rs happening at the moment but in future we
sill bve olu own recruitment plans.

liote of Thanks proposed by Major General
SldI Chandrapala SecretarT ARFRO

ACM Perera officers of ARFRO offrcers of the

Thrce Services, Ladies and Gentlemen. I am most

gratefirl to Admiral Dharmapriya for his presentation.

There are a few more whom I should thzmk because

rre have these presentations once in the in above two
mntbs. it will not be successful if not for the support

of tk Commandant of the Defence Services Staff
College because ours is a sm:rll orgeudsation. However
rte get a lot of officers from the tlree services and

the Commandant of the of the Defence Service Staff
College has been very cooperative in sending their
officers for these lectures.

I must m:rke special mention about the Colonel
Commandant and the Colonel Commandant of the
Regimental Headquarters Sri Lanka Military Police
because they have been very supportive by giving
us the Officers Mess and other facilities5 to conduct
our lecturers. Again with regard to the PA and
Communication equipment, the Signal Corps has

been very supportive throughout and, on behalf of the
President and members of ARFRO I thank all those
who assisted us to make this presentation a success and
last by no means least for those present today.

Thankyou.
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A-A*-fs= 1]SIS:I{ OFTHE EMERGINGWORLD ORDER

By.
WaNc ZamaNc

prcide* dctiga In$itute of Corteryomry Interuati,onal Relations (CICIR), Beijing.

*i re ktry iar re to be here under the kind

*'tffiE fma reryect* Ta*'ir Ahmad Khaq

&m =d lEreaor General of the Institute of

*rc Sadi:s, Thmk you ver-1 much, Mr' Khan'

Snr= 1t51, P*i$an ard China have developed an all-

*{dk frlE'ndshb and partnenhip, probably unique

s r** ecrld. OE tbe occasion of the 60th anniversary

€{ r*blishing diplomatic relations between tow

ffin*is. Chin€se Premier Wen Jiabao paid an offrcizrl

l:sit to Pakistan last month. The meeting between top

ieadexs on both sides set up the new directions, aims

-.'rd basis for tbe development of bilateral relatiors in

the fuffie. Tkrefore, I think it will be helpful to hold

rhis seminat I appreciate it very much.

Current situation and developing trends

Tk finansial and economic crises we just experienced

slsnged the world greatly and reinforced the possibility

of a new world order. Compared to the past, several

feafures of the current situation's development are

rvorthy ofattention.

(l) The shift of the globalization process from the

extensive development to a new stage of intensive

development. During the period from the end of

the Cold War to the outbreak of the financial

crisis, the globalization process manifested itself

inthe expansion of market economy to the former

socialist countries, one-way industrial shift from

developed countries to developing countries,

expzrnsion of virtual economy, new liberalism

advocating big society and small government

was very populzu and lack of economic and

financial supervision. After the outbreak of the

financial crisis, the globalization process entered

into a new stage of development, whichmanifests

itself in the economic structural adjustment and

promotion, emergence of two-way industrial shift,

pa-Ying more attention to the role of government

in macro regulation and management, return to

entiry' economy. stricter supervision, and more

effort being m:'de on global governzurce' A good

example is the estabtishment of G 20'

f:i Tbr multi-polar power structure emerged' Major

&e!c:ped coudries rvere hit hardest by the

most serious crisis since the Great Depressron

in 1930s. Now, in face of the high deficit, high

debt, high unemployment and diffrculties of

structuml adjustment, many developed countries

are entering the road of slow decline. Predicted

growth for them in 20ll is about 2.2o/o' On

the other hand, the emergrng economies such

as China, India, Brazil, Russia and South

Africa suffered greatly from the crisis, but they

rebounded much faster. It seems the industrial

and economic readjustments of these countries

are much more efiective. The emergence of the

former colonial and semi-colonial countries as

global powers would change the world order

fundamentally.

(3) Asia becomes the centre of world geopolitical

gravlty. This change was brought about by

sustainable high growth. In 2010, China's

contribution to the world economic growth is

'aborfi 25Yo,that, in addition to the share of India"

comes to about 407o, and that made by the whole

EastAsia is more than 50%o. With the emergence

of Asia more and more countries- both the

developed and the developing, begin to pay more

and more attentionto the regiou Tk US militall
focus has shifted to the region.

(4) With the rapid development of globalization and

global networking, the global citizen societf is

forming. The influence of NGOs onevenordilary
people on both domestic and global affairs is

growing very fast. The emerging global citizen

society would change the traditional world order

fundamentally.

Increasing concern of international community

Against the background mentioned above, China

attained economic growth at as high as about 107o, and

held 2008 Beijing Olympics and 2010 Shanghai world

Expo successfully. China's emergence was regarded as

the most important development in world politics'

Some think tanks and scholars predicted Chir*r

would exceed the US as the largest econom-v in the

near future. More and more foreign scholars *'ondet
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how China would use its increasing strength. Among
the Western and non-Western scholars, some believe
China will become a more responsible stakeholder in
current international order, some warn the emergence
of China as a globzrl power would result into serious
conflict with the international system and major
powers as its builders and sustainers. Some think the
current intenratiorurl order is "easy tojoin and hard to
overturn"; it is so stable :rnd effective that China could
not replace it with zur alternative successfully. The
development exceeds the expectations and imagination
of most foreign officials and experts.

The position of Chinese government on the new
world order Early in 1990s, top Chinese leader Dong
Xiaoping mentioned establishing the new intemational
order different from the new world order pushed
forwards by US President Geo.g" Bush, which means a
more powerfi.rl US hegemony orAmericanized world.
Dong Xiaoping's new international order includes
political and economic dimensions. The two key issues
to be addressed zue peace :rnd development. It should
be based on the five principles ofpeacefrrl co-existence
and China should take an erctive part in the process.

After about ten years, Chinese presideut Hu Jintao
advanced a new concept of "Harmonious World,,.
He took steps in terms of pushing the establishment
ofthe new international political and economic order
when he paid a visit to Russia in M.y 2003. (l)
Democratization of international relations, (2) respect
for and upholding of diverse civilizations, (3) a new
concept of security with mutual trust, equality, mutuzrl
benefit :rnd collaboration, and (4) strengthening the
role of lIN, balzrnced development of world economy.
It seems to me, his suggestions on the establishment
of the new international political and economic order
concretely embodied the idea of a harmonious world.

The logical premise of the Chinese idea to
establish a new world order lies in the shortcomings of
the existing one. As you know, the current internatiorral
svstem was built up and dominated by Western powers.
During a long period, developing countries were
excluded from the process of making of international
regimes, nrles nnd nouns. There still exists a great deal
of inequality, injustice and realpolitik in the current
international system.

Chinese academic vision of the world order

With the increasing concelns of the outside wqrld
about the relations between the emergrng China and the
current international system, more and more Chinese
experts bave begun to think about it.

Realist school

The members of this school focus on the reality
of globalization :rnd interdependence, current power
structure and the limitation of China,s power. They are
relatively careflrl in imagining the future world order.
So far, one consensus within this school has developed:

(l) China is a beneflcinry of the current internation:rl
order. The great achievements we made came
partly from the timely economic refonn and
openness in conformity to the rapid globalization
of market economy, and partly from characters
of the order such as openness and systematic
mechanism.

(2) It is not necessary to replace it with a new
one, even though it is not satisfactory. In other
words, it is not perfect enough to not need any
improvement. On the other hand, it is also not so
bad er,s to be overturned.

(3) It will take a long time to establish a fair and
reasonable world order. There is no question that
the emerging China has both the will and the
capacity to contribute to the improvement in the
current world order. But, it needs the participation
of more and more developing countries. It is
beyond the capacity of a few of powers, not to
speak of China's own capacity. Idealist school
Generally, with the rapid emergence of China
beyond expectation, most Chinese scholars nnd
officials are not ready for the changes taking place
in relations between China and the international
system; a few of them have a clear vision about
what a better world order should be. p:uzzling

over the disorder ofthe current world order, and
encoumged by China's increasing strength and
influence, the members of the school tried to
absorb wisdom from the traditional culture and to
imagine a better world order. Therefore, I classify
them as Traditional Cultural School.

An effort has been made by Mr. Zhao Tingyang,
a scholar on Chinese philosophy at Chinese Academy.
of Social Science. He tried to imagine the world order
in future by the concept of ,.Tizuxia,,, which means
"all-under-heaven" in English. Geographically, ..Tian'

is the heavens, the sky, while ..xia,, is below, lower
it means everything below the sky. psychologicalll,.
*Tianxia" includes "all the people". Institutionallr,.
it includes the world institutions. By doing so. he
underestimates the complexity of the rvorld consisting
of more than 200 countries.
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Tb concept *Tianxia" was used by the emperors

to descnbe tkir nrle over the empires and he zrlso

*glecs the possibfity of being criticized to seek a new

hp*oo1' or a new Chinese Empire. At the same time,

Ur- Zb didn't describe the "Tianxia" order in detail,

*h as the policy-making architecture, leadership,

oechanism rule, and so forth.

Anotkr effort has been made by scholars

*ilr omcials who are in favour of Mr. Hu Jintao's
-barmnious world" idea. These scholars and officials

uaderstad the shortage and complexity of the current

sorld or&r. Tky iue also relatively optimistic about the

detelopment of interdependence among the countries

ard China's ircreasing global influence. They concede

tlrrr s hamrnious world is more an expectation than

a reatit-v. It is very dfficult to achieve the goal of a
krmonious world in the near future, but it is worth

try"rng hanl towzuds this ilirection.

Acnrally. the propositions and suggestions made

b1' top Chinese leaders over past years embody the

result of academic research and policy study. But, so

far. rre have mt found in offrcial speech and academic

nndings any systematic descriptions in detail about the

barmaious rvorld.

Skepticat school

Tlre rembers of this school regard the nen' r+orld

order particularl-v tk harmnious s'orld, as sorething
of utopia- They dismiss the differere bet*'een tbe

realitl'md the expectatioa Tlr;- are deryl-r iryrwsed
s'itl tb exisirg disorder codictiorc:.nd conflicts

fus'6$ xffairs- pessimi*ic Sor* China's furure aad its

mle rn iscrmtiosl afaks. Tkl'eriticize the idealist

sctool for rglecting the coryleriry* of tk current

irternatfusl or&r and underestimating the difrculties
on tb *-av to reach the harmonious rvorld.

Personal r-iewpoint

No matter whether we :ue ready or not for China's

emergence as a global power and consequential global

responsibility, more and more foreign countries want

to kno*' horl' Chinese government and Chinese people

isagine the future rvorld order. This is a big challenge

rt-e face. We need to address it.

Persoru.llv. I favour tk idea of "Harmonious

\\brld" rvith a realistic viexpoint. In my'view. unlike

rhe Ssrr*-t and vague corcept of "Tianria'. while

u*rsadirg the corylexitv of sovereign state

system, detestable concept of "hegemony" with
much more realpolitik and alarchy with endless

wars; the "harmonious world" concept means a

new world with firll respect for sovereignty of each

state, regulatory competition, reasonable dialogue,

common development without confrontation, war and

hegemony. Therefore, I try to outline the ingredients of
a harmonious world as follows:

Firstly, the five principles ofpeacefrrl coexistence

shouldbe the basis of the new world order. Shortly after

the birth of the New China, Chairman Mao Zedong

stated on many occasions that China wzls ready to
establish diplomatic relations with all countries which
are willing to observe the principles of equaliry mutual

benefit and mutual respect for territorial integrity and

sovereignty.

In his meeting with the members of an Indian
government delegation on December 31, 1953, Zhou
Enlai put forward for the flrst time the ,,Five Principles

of Peacef,rl Co-Existence'; namely, mutual respect

for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty,

mutuzrl non-aggression, non-interference in each

other's internal affairs, equality and mutual benett,
and peacefirl co-existence. In response, the Indian side

agreedto take the f,ve principles ofpeacefirl coexistence

as the guding principles for bilateral negotiations.

After that, the five principles of peacefirl coexistence

were adopted and expanded by the iaternational
communitr' :rs tk b:sic mrms in developing state-to-

state relations.

Of course, more than ahalfcentury has passed since

th time when the five prirciples were proposed; a lot
sf shenges have taken place in the world. But, there is

some continuity between diflerent periods is a historical
process. The flve principles are not outdated so far. In
the foreseeable future, they will still be essential for
world order. A harmonious world would be absolutely
unimagfinable without adherence to the flve principles

of peaoeful coexistence. Philosophically, diversity is

the source ofbeauty and vigour. In an era ofincreasing
globalized world, the diversity of civilizations, with
cultures and models included, needs more attention
and respect.

Secondly, a collective leadership in global

govenrance architecture, keeping a balance between the

representativeness and the effectiveness, needs to be

set up. With the emergence of new market economies.

the world is entering an em of multi-polarity. More and

more scholars and offtcials in most countries notice

that although the US is still the only superpower in the
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worl{ its relative power position and global influence
has begun to decline. In view of the high deficit, high
debt and high unemployment at home, the prolonged
anti-terror war, and increasing global challenges zurd

competition from other great powers abroad; the US
capability falls short of its wishes.

Meanwhile, other big powers do not have

enough experience, will and capability to take more
responsibility. In order to prevent a power vaeuum,
dizrlogue, collabonrtion and cooperation among
the main powers should be reinforced greatly. G20

took the leadership in dealing with the financial and
economic crises over the past years. However, many

people concede that G20 is vastly representative and
hence probably too large to be effective. Maybe, a way
out is to form a smaller group within the framework of
G20. I am more confldent inthe leadership of G20 than

in that of any other mechanism.

Many powers have been trying hard to take new
permanent membership of the UN Security Council for
more then ten years. But the difflculties of reaching an

agreement go beyond their imagination. In my thinking,
some kind of mediiur programme is more attractive.
That means an addition of non-permanent membership
with longer term, but the new permanent membership

or that with veto. Any reform and adjustment in the

leadership architecture should be made by democratic
process and as a result of negotiations among the
govemments.

As to the leadership mechenisms on the regional
level, a rotation of chairmanship might be much
better. This kind of arrirngement could encourage

each country big and small, to join the leadership
and work together for the regional peace, stabilift..
security and development. A harmonious world
would be composed of harmonious regions. As a first
step, the Chinese government advocates and pusks
forward the establishment of "harmonious surround^ing
environment".

The leadership architecture and policy-making
mechanisms in international constitutions such as IMF,
WB and WTO should be adjusted in accordance with
the changes in allocation of power, particularly with
the multi-polarization process.

The leadership architecture and policy-making
mechanisms in international constitutions such zu IMF,
WB and WTO should be adjusted in accordance with
the changes in allocation of power, particularly with
the multi-polarization process.

Thirdly, a p:rliament-like institution might be
needed to reflect the emergence of global citizen
society. Its seats could be allocated in the light of
population and the election process of representative
could be together with the domestic election.

Lastly, the emerging China :rs a global power is
absolutely a positive factor for the establishment of
Harmonious World because, the Chinese government
zrnd Chinese people pursue the traditional philosophical
ideas of "hzrmony" and "He Wei Gul', msrning "peaae
is most valuable". Therefore, Chira would flrmly
pursue the str:rtegy of peaceful rising and oppose any
power-politics :urd hegemony. The more powerfirl
China is, the more possible a harrnonious world is.
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OBAMA'S MIDDLE EAST INITIATIVE A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
By

Hma Memvtooo

Policy Perspectives

Abstract

[Since 1967 Middle East - as a region has been a test of US'commitments to its allies on one hand
and commitment to liberal values that form its very basis; on the other Since then, the subsequent

US'Presidents have enunciated their respective Middle East policies in landmark speeches, in an

effort to stabilize the region and resolve the Israel-Palestine issue, that has plagued the region
since Israelb inception in 1948. Obamab Middle East policy is expected by many to bear some

fruit, particularly after his landmark speech in Cairo on June 4, 2009, which was termed "a new

beginning".

This paper primarily intends to examine whether Obamab initiative is noyel enough and how
pragmatic or practical it appears in light of past initiatives of his predecessor,s. Here a contparative
analysis shall be made in light of the policies, as outlined in speeches of the US'Presidents. The

very theme of the paper enhances its significance as all eyes are set on President Obama for some

substantial move in direction of peaceful settlement of the Palestinian issue in particular and Middle
East's stability in general - EdJ

Intrcduction

Middle East as a region holds strategic significance
for US' foreign policy goals. Access to low-priced
energy supplies, protection and support for Israel, a key
US'ally inthe region, and control of the routes essential

for trade and maintaining region:rl hegemony are some

of its top priorities. The fact that the most revered holy
centers of the world's three lzugest religions lie here

grants the region additional significance. These factors
make this region indispensable to US foreign policy
objectives.

President Obama assumed office at a crucial time
when Middle East presented a checkered scenario. Time
between Obema's election and oath-taking rvas marked

by Israel's Geza invasion that added fuel to alreadl
rampant anti-American and :rnti-Israel sentiments in the

region. Since the Israeli-US relationship is generall-v

seen as a litmus tesl of US behavior in the region',
the new administration rvas presenled rvith the task of
maintaining nlliance *'ith hvo opposite camps-Israel
and the Arabs, softening the Arab resentment torvards

Israel. and curtailing the nnli-Americzurism ensuing

not only from unequivocal American support to Israel,

but from invasions of Muslim countries, the hundreds

of thousands of civilian casualties in the aftermath
of 9/11, and the post invasion turmoil in the invaded
countries as well. Although courting regimes never

required much craft in general, the real issue remained

the zrnti-American sentiments at popular level.

Nevertheless, a few developments in the region did
provide the new administration with a baton to counter
the prevailing challenges. In Iraq-that had been the

hotspot in Middle East since 2003-the situation was
getting better :rfter a bloody war eurd there was talk of
US withdrawal. The details of pulling out American
forces from Iraq were outlined in an agreement between
US and Iraqi regime known as 'status of Forces
Agreement' (SOFA) in November 20082. As far as

Iran is concerned, it was tacitly helping US in haq and

Afghani stan. Although Tehran continued maintaining
an anti-US posture, it was cognizant of its gains in
the form of conducive environment for enhancing
its influence with the Shiite majority in Iraq after US
invasion ousted Sadam who had been a constant source

of rvorry for Irzrnians. InAfghanistan too, it cooperated
rvith US in orchestrating the Karzai government at the
Bonn conference of December 2001 3

Amidst these developments, Barack Obzrma's

arrival in the White House rvas expected to herald
an epoch of 'change', a slogan very shrewdly chosen
in line with the changing dynamics in internation:rl
politics, particularly the Middle East. Obama's success

in elections is a testimony to peoples' longing for
change. Change, however follows or not, is yet to
unfold.

Predictably, President Obama made a mention
of his 'new initiative' for Middle East in his first
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**ff s*! *E.'Lrabic rrcrvs rrctwork Al Arabiya,

e*ra:-ra prcEided, *-hich was later on presented

i@rte!- ia tk form of much awaited "Cairo

fEf-- EEryally L$eled by' media pundits as 'a
kErye ailErry poitr'.t It w:rs taken as ushering in
* ry r*r is Middle East politics and the slogan of
.:i:€e' *m erpected to m:rke healway on the road to
-4&ae*atioa It is" therefore, important to see how

tlhee addrsses the Palestine problem as the core

t*ge of the region in particular and other peripheral

rss=s of the ircntemporary Middle East.

{}brre's Iaitiative

Th much anticipated Cairo speechs enunciated
-Arerica's strong bonds with Israel" that was based
-rryon cultural and historical ties and the recognition
tbrt tbe aspiration for a Jewish homeland is rooted in
a tragic history that cannot be denied." In passionate

t+ords empathetic language, the 44th American

president presented Isr:rel's case and its right to exist as

a Jewish State inPalestinian land, saying:

Around the worldthe Jewishpeople were persecuted

for centuries. And anti-Semitism in Europe culminated

in an unprecedented holocaust ... Threatening Israel

with destruction or repeating vile stereotypes zrbout

Jervs is deeply wrong and only serves to evoke in the

minds of the Israelis this most painful of memories.

President Obama also talked about the Palestinian

people who "have suffered in pursuit of a homelnnd"

ard "endured the pain of dislocation ... the daily

humiliations, large and small, that come with
occupation." He tried to assure Palestinian people that
"America will not turn our backs on the legitimate

Palestinian aspiration for dignity, opportunity and a

sure of their own." Obama deplored the stalemate and

m:.*ed ttrat "the only resolution is for the aspiratioru of
both sides to be met through two states, where Israelis

and Palestinians each live in peace and security."

The pzuties involved were asked to honor the

commi tments made in the 200 3 Road Map and demands

ltere made to end violence aod govern effectivelv from

th Palestinian side, particularl-v Hamas. Palestinians

*er als* required to talie all necessar]' steps to reduce

E-Es1r -rdirds against Isr*l ard Preparc grouds
r*r x*r:eiiz*km of relrtiors betneeu Isnrel and the

F*-*saa t*tf' ra all :*trrrs.

B€& ?sffi *'ere xked to recognize other's right

e.=sL l=reI *s asked to take steps to improve the

#3= lires of pale5tinians, in reference to countless

security checks that hamper free movement of
Palestinians. The contentious Israeli settlements were

dubbed "illegal", "zur impediment to peace", ad a

"violation of previous agleements". Qlema, while
recognizing King Abdullah's Arab peace initiative,
asked all-Arabs zmd others zrlike-to be supportive of
two-state solution. He stressed that conflict with Isnrel

shouldn't be used as a means to distract affention of
Arab people from such regional issues.

However concerned Obama seemed at Cairo, he

failed to refer to UN resolutions, speciflcally resolution

242 (passed h1961) and 338 (passed inl973) that had

been accepted by the US as the guiding principles for
any future settlement of the issue. It is also interesting
to note here that Obarna flrst talks about Israel's tragic

history and Third Reich's oppressive treatments with
Jews but when it comes to fulfilling obligations and

responsibilities for reaching solution to Palestine

problenq Palestinians take precedence as if the onus

of present turmoil lies not on the Jewish occupation
of Palestinian land but on the Palestinians for the

most pzut. Besides, the gory Gaza conflict that marked
the beginning of year 2009 and claimed hundreds of
innocent lives was mentioned as apassing reference by
the US President.

Besides addressingthe core issue of the Middle East,

Obama's Initiative zrlso touched upon other peripheral

issues in the region such u; the situation in Iraq, Inm's
nuclear program emd commitment to democracy,

women rights and religious freedom. President Obema

claimed that the "US has no claim on kaqi resources",

or "wish ofhaving bases here" and reiterated his plan

of withdrawing combat brigades by July 2010 and

all forces by 2012. In case of lran, the Cairo speech

reiterated his willingness to proceed with kan on

basis of "mutual interest", "without preconditions".

It wns made clear that US recognized Ir:rn's right to
peaceful nuclear energy provided "it complies with its
responsibilities under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treat-v." President Obama also confessed American
role in ousting the democratically elected Mosaddeq

regrme rn 1953-coup, implying that such past conduct
on part of his country rv:rs responsible in deterionrting
IjS-tranian relations.6

In the context of current precarious situation in
the regiorl it is imperative to ask whether President

Obarna's initiative is really a beginning of substantial

change or following the ways of p:ut Americar
Presidents. The answer to this lies in the retrospect. To

gauge the novelty of Obama's Middle East initiative, it
is pertinent to have a look at the initiatives launched by
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Obama's predecessors in reference to Palestine issue in
particular and Middle East in general. The outcomes of
past initiatives would make it possible to understand
the likely future scenario.

Past Presidents' Initiatives

Regional and Internationzrl Environment: Since
the beginning of Cold War, the subsequent US
administrations had seen the Middle East in context
of the intemational political environment, making the

region an arena of superpower rivzrlry for influence,
strategic advantage and access to oil. This approach
effectively ignored the internal dynamics of the region.
Generally spenlcing, from Eisenhower (1953-1961) to
Reagan (1981-l 989), containing Soviet Union was the
prime objective of US Middle East policy. Considering
Israel's performance in the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict,
the Nixon administration (1969-1974) thought the
conversion of US-Israeli relationship into a stmtegic
partnership would guarzrutee America's prime regional
interest.T After the 1973 war and the collective oil
embargo on the West by Arab States, Carter (1971-
l98l) assumed office in White House with the slogem

of giving Arab-Israeli conflict a fresh approach. He
furthered the process of talks between Eglpt and Israel
and Ismel and Syriavia Camp David (1978) and Egypt-
Isrirel peace treaty (1919). Israel's intransigence in
terms of fulfilling these commitments led to diminish
trust in the mediation efforts.

By the time President Reagan ascended to power,

the regional and international scenario changed with
the Iran-Iraq war in the GuH and Soviet invasion of
Afghanislzn. So, unlike Carter, Reagan was less

enthusiastic about the Palestine issue. Once again the
globalist approach towards Middle East overshadowed

the regionalist perspective.8 Howeverthe 1982 Lebanon
war once again brought home the potential of Pzrlestine

issue to nffect regional peace. Efforts of peace again
failed and just like Nixon, Reagzrn deemed Israel as a

reliable ally.

Follo*'ing tk end of Cold Wiu George H W
Bush (1989-1993) inherited a triumphant US. Being
a sole srryerpo*-er n'itlput the fezr of rivalry, it had
tk opportuaih to settle the regional disputes. But the

US got its€f boge€d &qn in tk Gulf t*ar of 1991.

To the general pr$lic in the Middte F:.<- holr'ever- the

unprccedented proactive US ryroach torr-ads sohing
Kuwait Crisis that rvas perceited lo kre possibl;-

been addressed through negotiatior and dialo$Ss-
was in sharp contnrst to the almst i-rctiverc of
the US towards solving the decades old Palestiae

issue. Countering these sentiments, the Bush Sr.

administnrtion launched a peace process that was led on
by President Clinton (1993-2001) who came into power
with a renewed spirit to resolve the Arab-Israel dispute.
Although negotiations and accords were orchestrated
yet peace remained elusive and the process failed to
bring any breakthrough.

With the mdical neo-conservatives in power under
the George W. Bush administration (2001-2009) and
the incident of 9/ll, the euphoric moments for US
unfortunately ended with the 'terrorist threat' replacing
the 'Red A.my'. America was once again engaged in
a global war ensued with the aim of hunting down
the 'faceless' enemy. Conflicts in the Middle East
were now defined in terms of 'terrorists versus the
moder:rtes'. Once again, US policy for the region
became a mere extension of its counter-terror strategy
that interpreted the local disputes in the same context.
Another invasion of Iraq :rllowed the then American
president to pronounce loudly that 'the world is
better off without Saddam Hussein"e but the Middle
Ezust was still worse off with the bleeding Palestine
issue. The d6jA ru of US proactive action against Iraq
contr:rsted again with American support to Israel for
invading its neighbors. These hawkishpolicies of Bush
administration gave rise to widespread anti-American
sentiments in the Middle East in particulzr end in the
Muslim World in general.

In short, the subsequent US presidents adopted
certain policy approaches keeping in view certain
regional and intemational environment of their times.
Sometimes the international factors drove the US
approaches in Middle East and some other times
regional developments became the reasons for certain
initiatives. In this context, it is signiflcant to examine
the former US presidents' initiatives towards the issues

that President Obama tzrlked about in his Cairo speech

and the results of their efforts.

Pzrlestine Problem - the Core Issue: Tlre first lear
of George W Bush's presidency witnessed tlr rmirlal
9/l l. The result being, his policies towards en-err

region were shaped in the mould of his &lared r ar on
terrorism. Middle East, for reasons very obt-ious- *-as
no exception. Bush's policies will ah*'a-vs be associated
with his 'either with us or with tk terrorists"ro
statement. These demands of choosing between the
n1'o camps of 'civilized world' and 'terrorists'were
also m*.r€ to tk Middle Eastern countries, especially,
Syria- kalr and Palestirc in reference to their backing
ofHezbollah Hamas and othr declared terrorist outfits
bv tlS
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Amidthis, Bushwas able to give his solutionto the

Pzrlestine issue that came to be known as 'Road Map

for Peace in Middle East'.lr This landmark speech gave

the two-state solution, "living side by side inpeace nnd

security". Palestinian authority was also asked to "stop

inciting violence by glorifying terror in state-owned

media", because that hinders the peace process.l2 A
reference was made to King Abdullah's Arab peace

initiative by saying that it could be a hopeful moment

in the Middle East since this initiative was close to

recognition of Israel by Arabs. Bush had also explicitly

expressed his commitment to Israel's security.r3

Bush, however, categorically said here that "Israeli

settlements in occupied Palestinian territories must

stop", consistent with the Mitchell planra and Israeli

forces must withdr:nw to secure borders in line with
UN resolutions242 and 338.15 He also asked Ismel to

halt incursions into Palestinian controlled areas, and

also withdraw from the places it had occupied in the

nftermath of second Palestinian Intifada launched in
2000.16

Before George W Bush, President Bill Clinton

started his tenure with an enthusiasm about m:rking

headway in the Palestine issue. Since Clinton

administration was not facing the menace of Cold

War, it was assumed that conditions were conducive

to permanent settlement of the issues in the region. His

era was marked with peace talks and negotiations, yet

no permanent solution could be reached.

Clinton also considered Israel's security a top

priority zrnd he maintained that 'regional peace' was

conditional on 'Israel's securify'.r' His support for
Isnrel seemed even more unequivocal when he said:

Lasting peace in the region is the ke1' to Israel's

securiry. something to rvhat US is thoroughlv committed

... US rvould do that [enh:rrrce Israel's securiq'] by'

funher reinforciag its commitment to maintaining

Isrrl's militan'edge in tk regionrt

Ths r*Iks betn'eea tk trl'o sides encompassed the

idea of tgo-state solution in line with UN resolutions

2+2 ad 338. mutual recognition between Palestinians

ad Israel. recognition of the latterby Aribs leading to

normalization of relations between them.te Clinton also

asked the Palestinians to stop glorifying terrorism in

statement made during Clinton's address to Palestinian

National Council in G'az.aon December 14' 1998:,

Every influential Palestinirur, from teacher to

journalist, from politician to community leader, must

make this a mission to banish from the minds of
children glorifring suicide bombers; to end the practice

of speaking peace in one place and preaching hatred in
another; to teach school childrenthe vnlue ofpeace zrnd

the waste of war; to break the cycle of violence.2o

Clinton, however, failed to acknowledge the

contentiousness of Isrirel's settlements on occupied

territories. In fact, he proposed the incorpomtion of as

many settlement blocks into Israel as possible in his

famous 'Clinton Peace Panrmeters'.2l In one of the

statements, he talked about Israel's settlements in the

following words:

The incorporation into Israel of settlement blocks,

with the goal of maximizing the number of settlers in
Israel while minimizing the land annex for Palestine.22

All he could manage to say to compensate

P:rlestinians in his speech at the occasion was tbat

the settlements were 'inconsistent with the Oslo

commitment'23 Futting aside the practicnl measures to

halt settlements, Clinton never conveyed the illegality
of these. The Oslo Accord under Clinton very craftily
ignored the issue of settlements. Even, the Camp

David summit suffered an impasse because the issue of
settlements was not paid attention to. He merely termed

the settlement issue as being 'obstacle to peace'.24

Going further back to his predecessoq George H W
Bush might have ruled the most powerfirl America in
its entire history yet illegality of settlements was never

outrightly acceptedby his administration. There was an

instance when senior Bush w:rs asked to somment on

a statement made by Jzrmes A. Baker, his secretary of
state r*'here tk lauer had referred to Jervish settlements

on occupied territories irs being 'obstacle to peace',25

the President only indirectly subscribed to the idea

when he said that "Secretary Baker w:rs speaking for
this administration. And I strongly support what he

said ... it would murke a big contribution to peace if
these settlements would stop."26

President Ronald Reagzur administration (1981-

1989) was not much different in this regard: no talk of
illegality but a "freeze" to settlements was dem:rnded

in the Regan plan of 1982 that categorically marked:

The United States will not support the use of any

additional land for the purpose of settlements during

the tr:rnsition period. Indeed, the irnmediate adoption

of a settlement freeze by Israel, more than any other

actio4 could create the confidence needed for wider
participation in these talks. Further settlement activity
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is in no way necessary for the security of Israel and

only diminishes the confldence of the Arabs and a final
outcome c:ur be freely and fairly negotiated.2T

However, there was no concept of two-state

solution; rather the idea of 'self-government by the

Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza in, association

with Jordan' 28 was propagated.

Here President Jimmy Cader stands out since he

clearly labeled the settlements illegal.2e In an interview,
he very explicitly said:

Our position on the settlements is very clear. We
do not think they are legal.

Lyndon B Johnson, Richarcl Nixon, Gerald R Ford
and Carter administrations used to maintain that the

settlements are illegal by alluding to the Arlicle 49,

Par:rgraph 6 of Fourth Geneva Convention.3o

Thus, the stance adopted by President Obama that
Israel's settlements on occupied territories are illegal
was iterated by former presidents as well. The Secretary

of State, Hillary Clinton reinforced America's 40-yeer
opposition to Israeli settlement and rejection of the
'legitimacy of continued Israeli settlements'3r in her
visit to Middle East in November 2009.

Needless to say that settlement issue is only the

tip ofthe iceberg in the entire Palestine issue, yet it is
consuming most of the efforts of American presidents.

There zue othervery important aspects to this issue such

as the right of return for the Palestinian refugees, the

issue of Jerusalem, Israeli incursions into Palestinian
territory its potential to escalate into war-like situations

or the dire need to move towards the final solution.

Other Peripheral Issues: After compzring the
approaches of former US presidents with that of
Obama's Initiative with respect to the core issue of
the Middle East, it is pertinent to briefly examine the
policies of former US administrations towards other
peripheral issues concerning the regtorl namely Iraq,

Iran and values, mentioned by President Obama in his
Cairo speech.

Iraq: For quite some time, Iraq has been the

focus of US Middle East policies for various reasons

in different times. During the Iran-Iraq war, Reagan

administration supported Saddam to undennine the

regional standing of post-revolutionary kan, and to
curt its chances of exporting its revolution abroad. It
was considered as a shift in American approach towards

Iraq as it had belonged to the rival bloc all through the
Cold War. However, the Gulf wzu of I 99 t that initiated
the kaq-dilemma following its invasion of Kuwait.
Mzrny a times, Bush Sr. is criticized for leaving 'the
unfinished business' of toppling Saddam. Since the
Kuwait crisis, Iraq has been a centre of values-krden
rhetoric enranating from the White House-values
of freedom, democracy, justice etc. Manipulating the
envirorunent against Iraq, Clinton administration went
as far as keeping Iraq under continuous missile attacks
for deterring Sadam's pursuit of Weapons of Mass
Destruction (WMD). Bill Clinton was also criticized
for not taking measures to bring down Saddam's
regime. Ironically, American commitment to 'freedom'
and 'liberty'encouraged President Bush Jr. to 'conquer'
Iraq on the pretext of fighting terrorism, dictatorship
and ridding of WMD in the 2003. He termed Saddam
Husseinas 'anenemy of the United States'because 'he
attacked his neighbors'and 'he was paying Palestinian
suicide bombers'.32

In this background, it is interesting to note
here that Obama's speech does not bring to fore
signiflcantly deviaut postures on how best to handle
Imq as the incumbent could not deviate muchfrom his
predecessor, especially regarding the troop rvithdrawal
strategy. In an agreement concluded betw-een the US
and Iraqi regimes in mid November 2008. it was
agreed that all the US forces shall u'ithdraw from
Iraq no later than Decernber 31, 20ll and the combat
forces no later than June 30, 2009,33 whereas President
Obama had promised during his presidential campaign
that combat troop withdrawal will take place rrithin
sixteen months of his :lssuming responsibilities.3l At
Cairo, Obama pledged that 'US shall withdrau its
combat brigades from Iraqi cities by July 2010 and all
forces by 2012.'The two strategies do not appear to be

much different.

The only thing that could qualify to be called
different was Obama's labeling Afghanistan as the
central front, rather than lpq, in the war on terror.
However, one must also note that the idea of troop
surge in Afghanislan too was not a brainchild of
Obama, as President Bush had already proposed that
in his speech on September 9, 2008 at US National
Defense University.35

In Iraq, Obtrma's responsibilities are far greater
than his predecessor. The future shape and political
stability of Iraq and the credibility of its regime in
the eyes of Iraqis after US leaves are factors that shall
gauge his performance here.
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**:.- ka elso became atarget of President Bush's
i*** pelicies- 9,11 I made the international scenario

rdEra€ ersughforthe US to brand kanas part of the

a== *f srd states zrnd to condemn it for its backing of
i*r* ssd He6ollah.36 In 2006, during Israel's assault

a l-chaao., US blamed Imn for inflicting instability
** L-<iamn and Hezbollah's strength in contrast to the

_e*emmen!!= not to mention its frequent reference in

=i:aian to terrorism and destabilizingrcle in Iraq.

Bush's policies centered on isolating Iran in the

ie=I*n !'et it had resorted to negotiations on the nuclear

=rqre *ith latter that only ended in sanctions against

r* ban The US policy at that time was contrary to US

eg*onal interests in post-2003 scenario in the region.

C*midering kan's influence with the lraq's Shiite

cajoritl', courting Iran would have definitely benefited

L:S- but George Bush had his Irrn-policy set in line
* ith tk anti-Iran stance maintained by all successive

US- Presidents since President Carter. It was basically

President Reagan who took a U-turn in US-Ir:rn relation

and set the course for strict policies towards Iran.

Horvever, prior to the Islamic Revolution, Iran was

tk regional policeman and caretaker of US interests

in tk GuH. In the words of President Carter, Iran
l{as 'an island of stability in one of the more troubled

areas of the rvorld'38 primarily because the dictatorial

regime in kan at the time guaranteed to safeguard the

American regional interests. That explains US backing

of dictatorial Shah in face of democratically elected

mtioralist-minded Mosaddeq. The latter was a serious

threat to major powers' hold of Iranian oil resources.

Keeping that in mind, the Eisenhower administration

undertook what Harry S Truman was hesitant about3e

and zssisted the coup against democratic regime with
an agreement that guaranteed 'effective control of oil
production and marketing and 50 percent of the proflts

in the hands of the world oil cartel companies.' '0

In this backdrop, President Obama's goodwill

message to Iranians on Neiroz, offers of 'unconditional

talks', a reference to US foreign policy blunders such

as the 1953 coup,ar and the recognition of lran's right
to peaceful nuclear energy provided it complies with
NPT provisions are very important gestures from
White House. Nevertheless, Iran alleged the US and its

\ltstern allies for exploiting the unrest in Iran ensuing

from lranian presidential elections. This development

muddied the already debased political environment

berrreen the two countries. Also, noteworthy is the

fa.t that President Obama has initiated the campaign

of prtting sanctions on Lan, same as his predecessor

Bu-sh Jr. did in collusion rvith his European zrllies.a2

Values: Ironically enough, almost all the US
invasions, sanctions against various countries and

formation of military alliances were claimed to further
Democmcy, women rights, equal right, religious
freedom, education so on and so forth. Rhetoric of
US conrmitment to these values could be traced

back to George Washington.a3 The most radical of
US presidents, Georoge W Bush, zrlso tzrlked :rbout

promoting democracy, freedom, liberty, and human

rights continuously as the objective of waging war
against h:rq even though the international community

was sure that real objectives behind Iraq War could be

anything but those declared by Bush administration,

as evidenced by the mass protests against Iraq War

around the world. Paradoxically, President Obama

also talks of promoting these values in the Anrb world
while standing at a place where state of emergency has

not been lifted since 1967. One of the most pmctical

reasons behind this contradiction in speech and action
may be found in George Kennan'saa policy advice to

Washington when he says:

We should dispense with the aspiration to "be

liked" or to be regarded as the repository of a high-

minded international altruism. We should stop putting
ourselves in the position ofbeing our brothers' keeper

and refrain from offering moral and ideological advice.

We should cease to talk about vague and ... unre:rl

objectives such as human rights, the raising of the

living standards, and democratization. The day is not

far off when we zue going to have to deal in straight
power concepts. The less we are then hampered by
idealistic slogans, the better.as

Conclusion

The sole intention behind making a comparison
between Obama's initiative and those put forward by his

predecessors was to underscore whether the flag bearer

of change has put forw:ud something revolutionall or.

to say the least, launch an initiative in every sense of
the word, particularly in relation to the Israel-Palestire
issue that happens to be the core issue in the regron

Inthis context, Obama's rhetoric and policies seem

to be the replication of decades old tradition of grrlEg
lip-sewice to the 'illegality of settlements' , de -G ol
'abidingby the agreements and resolution': 'respeslog

each other's right to exist', 'two stales'- ubert Lsr=ir-s

and Palestinians each live in peace aod =--*n1t
Similarly, America's unbrezrk:rble strong botfu *-r:E

Israel and the verbal sympath,v for hurrasrsraa,--rsr,.
in Palestinian areas also appe:rr to be a cpetriaa of
previous expressions. In fact, the rerl xortfu of hL.
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statement 'the top US agenda in Middle East is ensuring
the security of Israel as an independent Jewish state,

since it's in the national interest of US'a6 resonate with
the similar statements of the older generation of US
leadership.

Testimony to the contiuration of the same course
is Obama's Secretary of State's visit to Middle East
in October 2009 that has only served to complicate
things further. The US seems to be backing off from
their earlier demands of settlement 'freeze' from
Israel when the Secretary of State described Israel's
offer of a 'policy of settlement restraint' [not freeze]
as 'unprecedented'.47 Furthermore, during her visit
she made it clear tbat US does not support Ma"hmud
Abbas' dernand of settlement freeze as a precondition
for talks.a8 This deviation makes one assume that
President Obama's earlier furor over the settlement
issue was only a fagade probably for asst aging the
popular resentment in the Muslim World.

In the same vein, US opposed the UN-backed
Goldstone report that accuses Israel of war crimes in the
Gaza conflict of early 2009. Although it was endorsed
by the tIN GeneralAssembly, the US voted against it.ae

History is froth with instances where US supported
Israel in its illegal and inhuman acts even in face of
opposition from intemational community. ALnost any
resolution at UNSC against Israel is rebuffed by US50

because ofstrong pressure from Israel and Israeli lobby
in the US.st

The 'Israel lobby' has been one of the most active
and influential ones in Washington. Its clout is largely
attributed to the presence of pro-Israel representatives
in the US Congress. Among many other constituent
organi2lisns of the lobby, AIPAC (American Israeli
Public Affairs committee) is referred to as "stunningly
effective" and "better than anyone else lobbying in
this town" by President Clinton while former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich was found saying, "it is the
most effective general-interest group ... across the
entire planet."52 Apart from that, various other powerfrrl
lobbies play a pivotal role in directing US Middle
East policy, such as military-Industrial complex, oil
industry and corporate entities. These interest groups
directly benefited from US engagement in the Middle
East, particularly from kaq War ard generally from the
conflicts of various scales in the region.53

In the presence of these 'outsized influence of
lobbyists' as mentioned by President Obama in his
State of the UnionAddress 2010, it would be important
to see how BarackObama is able to "put strict limits on

lobbyists"sa and keep them from impe[ixg,l" ..f"a"*t
offlce" towards a certain course of US Middle East
policies, particularly in reference to Israel-palestine
dispute.

The comparativs ,inalysis sf QSema's initiative
withthose of his predecessors brings out:rn applauding
factor of perpetual consistency and continuity of US
Middle East policy, masked b1' shrervdly chosen
semantics, drawing profoundly on the intemational
or regional mood. The Muslims around the world,
in fact, expected to see pmctical steps coupled with
unwaveringUS willto make Israel comply rviththe past
agreements, lift the blockade of Palestinian Authority,
particularly Gzza, ensure the security of civilians,
engage in serious negotiations to reachdecisions onthe
fate of Palestinian refugees, the issue of Jenxalem, and
ar independent sovereign State for Pzrlestinians.

The analysis, however, depicts that deep down,
Obama's objectives of Middle East policy happen
to draw parallel to those of previous presidents;
unequivocal support to Isnrel, providing cushion
to Israel on the question of human rights violations,
verbal commitments to Palesrinians, insistence on
P:rlestinians to abandon 'violence', reiteration of
forty-year old stance on settlement without taking any
action in this regard, failure to address the palestinian

grievances regarding Jerusalem :rnd refugees issue. In
essence, taking Obama's approach regarding Isrrel-
Palestine issue as a test case, it is unlikely to witness
any revolutionary change in the future US policies
towards Middle East in general and Pzrlestine issue in
pzrticular.
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IS IT IN JAPAN'S INTEREST TO ABANDON NUCLEAR POWER?
By

ENDO Trrsuya
SeniorAdjunct Fellow, Japan Institute of Intemational 4gi1r,

Former Mce Chairman, Jap:rn Atomic Energy Commissisn

Introduction

Following the worldwide shock caused by the Fularhimq accident, some Western countries have
switched their energt policies awry from nuclear power while Japan, the site of this accident, has
seen a growing pushfor denuclearization. Under pressurefrom this movement, Japan's nuclear power
and related industries face an immediate cisis. Japan sits at a major crossroads, to put it mildly.

Japan is coping for the time being through power conservation efforts, but a full-scale break with
nuclear power generation would have an enorrnous impact on Japanb energt policy. It would also
hwe a significant bearing on Japanb international commitments vis-d-vis global warming, and
would inevitably deal afatal blow to Japan's economy and its people's quality of life.

Consequently, any discussion ofdenucleaizationmust be accompanied by dispassionate consideration
of the pertinent issues from the perspective of Japan's national interest, including the quantitative
potential of alternative energies lo rcplace nuclear power over the short, medium and long term. It is
dangerous to simply be swept along by the public mood. The broad connectedness of nuclear power
means that the impact of denuclearization would be extensive, and it would be extremely dfficult to
make a return to nuclear power once it has been abandoned. I earnestly hope that this paper will be
of some small help in assessing the best course of action.

The importance of nuclear power for Japan

Energy and food zre core elements in Japzrn's economic
activities and the lives of its citizens, and Japan has
an extremely low rate of self-suf0ciency in both. In
particular, its energy self-suffrciency ratio is a mere
4%o, one of the lowest among developed countries.
In addition, Japan as arr iskurd country cannot access

electric power transmissions from neighboring
countries. Given these circumstances, nuclear power
contributes greatly to Japan's energy security. Nuclear
power is domestic:rlly produced for the most pzut,

and Japzrn's energy self-suffrciency ratio inclusive
of nuclear power is nearly 20o/o. At the same time,
the remarkable economic development of emerging
countries inAsia and elsewhere will likely spur a rapid
rise in demzrnd for fossil fuels, m:rking nuclear power
all the more imFortzrnt.

Another factor is the urgency of worldwide efforts
to prevent global warming and the prominence of
nuclear power as an energy source that does not
produce CO2 emissions. At the September 2009 tIN
Summit on Climate Change, (then) Prime Minister
Hatoyama announced a medium-term tnrget for 2020
of cutting CO2 emissionsby 25o/o from 1990 levels
(a 30o/o reduction from 2005 levels). Although this

was a conditional decLrration, the figure took on a life
of its own as a de facto promise to the international
community. It was expected that nine additional nuclear
reactors would need to be built and opemted at a rate of
80o% or higher to achieve this decrease.

Japan's nuclear power crisis

However, the Fukushima accident had major
repercussions worldwide (nuclear accidents know no
borders). Countries around the globe are in accord on
strengthening nuclear power plant safety regulations
both domestically and internationally and on irxisting
the IAEA should play a central role in this, but opinions
vary on what to do about nucleer power generation
itself. Many countries have adopted a posture of
greater safety-consciousness as they continue their
development of nuclear power facilities, while
Germ:rny, Italy and a few other Westem countries have
been pressured by public sentiment into steering away
from nuclear power altogether.

Public sentiment against nuclear power has also gained
momentum in Japan and, with some members of the
media as well as certain politicians jumping on the
bandwagon, nuclear power stands at a crossroads.
Only 14 of Japan's 54 nuclear reactors are currentl-v (uu
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of August 23) in operation- and restarting the offline
reactors upon completion of periodic inspections

rvill be politically diffrcult. The worst-case scenario
would be a shutdown of all nuclear power generation
throughout Japan next M:rch.

The Bcrsic Energy Plan just recently approved (June

2010) by the Cabinet as well as the associated guidelines
for actively promoting nuclear power have been

scrapped, and the fate of nuclear power plant exports

as Frt of Japan's New Growth Stnrtegy has become

urcertain. Vietn:rm, Turkey, Jordirn and other countries

considered potential export customers by Japan have

seat positive signals regzuding cooperation with Japan,

x hile Japan's response has been less than optimal. The
futurc of the nuclear power agreements with Russia,
\ietrv.m, Jordan and South Korea submitted to the
curreat sessionofthe Dietforapproval remains up inthe
air, ard regotiations on nuclearpower agreements with
Turlrey. Brazil and other countries have essentially

been suspended. In all these instances, Japan has

adopted an extremely passive posture toward nuclear
po*er both at home :rnd abroad.

Coeld Japan srrlir'e without nuclear power?

Could Jagan m2nege irfter abnndoning nuclear power?

Sboutd ilrclear pouer, n'hich accounts for about 30%o

of Jryao's oterall electric porterproduction disappe:u,
qhat r*culd sen'e a-{ a srb*irute? It t'ould liliel-v be

t^crssil fiEls in tk shrt term- but this rrould lerd to
Es{rsrry iryert d<. urre fuads diverte.J to p.r.rchase

.rrris-rt*rs i,-re'lilt tG .cl'er ereater COI emissioos- ad
Lre:bf pesEr ssEratioa **sts- Fore*sted rises in
f6sil fiEI pices *'ould onll'ermrbate lhe problem-

}iatud eoe€]- (*ind porer. solar porrer, geotkrmal
po*-eq binm'asa etc.) could become available over the

dium and long term ad r*-ould seem at first glance

a popular choice rvith the public. However, Jap:rn has

been one of the slowest among developed countries to
pursue natural energy, which currently represents only
about l%o of its total power generation, and efforts to
develop nafural energy sources should be undertaken
in future. Nevertheless, natural energy is not without
its own problems relating to the reliability of supply
(for example, the average usage rate of solrir power in
Japan is abofi l2o/o and the annual usage rate for wind
power is 26%o),the dfficulty of quzrntitative expansion,

energy economy, andthe quality of the powergenerated
(including problems of system stability).

Accordingly, natural energy might be useful as a
dispersed :rnd supplementary power source but it is
unreasonable to expect it to serve as the primary base-
load source of electricity for a large-scale economy
Simply demanding that nuclear power be replaced by
natural energy is pointless; instead, we need quantitative
annlyses, progress schedules :md system designs.
Unwarr:rnted changes in energy policy and calls for
such changes can only bring about major disruptions
in our country's economic activities and the lives of
its people, with ultimately fatal consequences for the
Japanese economy.

What do proponents of denuclearization intend to do
about the export of nuclear power plants, a matter
relevant to Japan's international ties? What about the
de facto internationzrl restrictions on CO2 emissions put
in place to prevent global warming? Will Japan back
out and claim "force majeure"? All of these issues will
zrffect the international community's trust in Japan.

Abandoning nuclear power would entail withdrawing
from the "nuclear fuel cycle," one of resource-poor
Japzut's most important energy policies, implemented
consistently since the earliest days of nuclear power
generation. With the nuclear fuel cycle dependent on
accumulated experience and tnrined personnel, any
withdrawal would mzrke it extremely diffcult to restart
the cycle. Very careful deliberations are needed to
assess the rvisdom of withdrawal.

Conelusion

As a forrer rember of the Japan Atomic Energy
Commi55i6n. I might rypear to be sening my own
interests kre, but I believe that an objective look
at Japan's geopolitical situation :rnd the scale of its
eco[omy :rs well as quantitative assessments of the
issues concerned will show that abandoning nuclear
power is an unreasonable choice for Japan. Instead, I
contend that the most practical measures for Japiru to
protect its national interests are to continue its use of
nuclear power (expanding nuclear power if possible)
while conducting thorough safety reviews, actively
develop natural energy sources inparallel, and deterrnine
the best mix of all forrns of energy. Denuclearization is
not a path down which Japan should go.
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IYLTCLEAR ENERGY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES IN SRI LANKA
ADVANTAGE S & DISADVANTAGE S

By

Pnoppsson RourNr HpwarraanrNa

Depertment of Nuclear Science

University of Colombo

S&, sene,"d percefirl uses of nucleartechnology,
ae*:ihse to idernational peace nnd security, and to
?# redl's Millenniss Development Goals for social,
*=re ad ervircorental development zrnd are of
tgS ryorta- laguldqily lives.

!{a.*:a ad isotoptc technigues are applied in
&r ryra+ +{ fsd aad aglculturc- huo:an fosalth, lr.ater
ffii tiesriroreu and lndustry.

EL =.add'+ tr*EB€ pstrd*oa r;ontinrs to be
S.:i *itfu;elafae* tbod rygler pafll] caus€d

+, t*- --&rere €arre=er ad frErbr *orsed
+.r fu *€EL= -rEffi-# -: t. lfrlqr *Ed rso{opw
*-*gm p*fu a:&ei f+*:r::frr:rg *g*in*k
ryF-fu e*Fi ;k t+ rcao bcrng iIBr
A*i*:ffi'Eb lbc aee sf tiB *.rrle ise* *ectrr;+re-
fu Sretxfory d Crsr*x br rrsE€ir.tr lcchqres.
F.nEd & Isrl*sgr.*l hoe:ionb1' Food Inadiation
*ad R.a*io- aatltk;al Techciqrc- Soil & \*'arer
ItffinSEffi & Crry lErxritionbl' Isotopic and Nuclear
:.EhxFE adArisl Prodrrri,on and Health

Huatils are ch:nges in tk hercditary nature of
hti*g rhings. In oaftre th.l' ,r" ultim'ately the source
+f etohxion Ssientific methods, mainly the use of
r:dqrbn. car irseas€ by a hundred thousand times,
tie lftelibood of bereficial changes in plants grown for
Eurn s rsr,. qnd provide a tool to break through present
lirrrir*tiors in variability. Spontaneous mutation rate is
I ' 1S-8 - I x I 0-5. RruCiation can cause genetic changes
m lir"rn'g organisms and increase mutation rate up to
I -10-5 - I x l0-2. Induced mutation is useful for crop
isproverenl. Induced mutants arc not Genetically
Modifred Organisms, as there is no introduction of
foreign hereditary material into induced mutants.
frcadv thare zue examples of higher yields ( cotton
m Pakistan, rice in China)/ disease resistance ( pears
in Jryag" qrples in Austria) / and $,s11 adapted better
crops (salt tolerant Basmati Rice in Pakistan) obtained
b1'usiag radiation. Sri Lanka has also beneflttedby this
techrique snd produces cherry tomato and sesame.

Food irrdiation is another radiation related
recboolog' which addresses both food quality and
rafer;* because of its ability to control spoilage irnd
{bod$orne palhgenic micro-orgzrnisms and insect
pe*s, uitiout atrecting significantly any sensory or
otier orgaooleptic attributes. Foods :re treated by

ionizing radiation to provide the s:rme benefits as when
they are processed by heat, refrigeration, freezing or
treated with chemicals. Unlike sterilising the foo4
which requires proper handling and cooking, irradiation
destroys disease-carrying bacteria and reduces the
incidence of food borne illnesses making it possible
to keep food longer. It also ensures a higher level of
safety and quality The Code of Practice for Radiation
Processing of Food In:rdiation is now widely accepted
as a prcven and effective post harvest treatment to
reduce bacterizrl contamination. Irradiation applications
are becomiqg more widely used by many countries in
the coatrol ofinsect pests, including pests ofquarantine
signifearce. C€rtain countries are using irradiation as
a p\fosaoitarl &eatment to control insect pests in
eryort€d fnrits rrxl vegetables.

Sustair*le agriculnrre depeds on mainteining an

ryropriate balarce betrveen use and conservation of
soil m{rieofs md water resources. Nucler techniques,
which iachde stable ad radioactive isotopes and
radiation sources (reutron end gamma density probes),
are used 1s; Enhrnce the efficient zurd sustainable use
of soil-water-nutrient resources, Quantfy Biological
Nitrogen Fixation, Minimize effects of soil erosion and
degradation, Enhance water use efficiency by crops,
Select drought and salt-tolerant crops, Evaluate effects
of crop residue incorporution on soil stabilization and
fertility enhancement, :rnd Track and quantfy off-site
water (nutrients) losses beyond the plant rooting zone.
At present Sri Lanka is using fallout mdionuclide Cs-
I 37 to determine soil erosion nrtes which would help in
planning Lrud use management.

The most importzurt side of nuclezu applications is
radiation medicine. Good health is an essential requisite
for sustainable human development. Utilization of
radiation in medicine for diagnosis and treatment dates
from the l9th century almost from the time x-rays and
radioactivity were discovered. Now its use is deeply
embedded in medical practice. f's1 many purposes, it
is indispersable - both for diagnosis :urd for treatment.
Sri Lanka like any other country has benefitted
tremendously by these techniques.

There are three distinct fields in radiation
medicine. Diagnostic radiology with the use of X rays
(100% diagnostic), Radiotherapy- using high active
radioactive sources and medical accelerators (100%
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treatment) and Nuclezr medicine - using low activity
unsealed sources (80% diagnostic, l0oZ treatment, l0%o

lab tests). All three fields :re available in Sri Lanka.

With the introduction of computed tompgraphy
(CT) medical imaging for diagnostic purposes has

increased worldwide in the recent past. However,
this advance is often achieved at the cost of a large
radiation burden to the individual patient, and to the
community, when the technology is widely deployed.
What is needed is to ensure that the undoubted benefit
to be gained will not be achieved at the cost ofan undue

level of detriment.

A large variety of nuclear techniques are available
for industrial and environmental applications too.
Radiation and isotopic technology, such as gamma
in'adiation, electron beam or ion beem, as well as

nucleonic gauges, nrdiotrzrcers zrnd sezrled sources, non-
destructive testing and nuclear analltical techniques
are used for process control, material modifications,
to reduce harmful industrial emissions, to reprocess
waste streams and for sterilization of medical products
( Ansell Lanka -sterilizing surgical gloves) and
wastewater treatment. Sri Lanka is in the process of
setting up a multipurpose gamma irmdiator which will
be used for medical sterilization and other areas of
research.

Most industries rely onradiognrphy & relatedNone
Destructive Testing (NDT) methods to evaluate welds,
castings, machine components, concrete structures,
bridges, dams, pipelines, pressure vessels, shielding
casks, Chemical, Aircnrft, Automobile nnd Railways,
to mzrke industrial processes safer and more cost-
effective. Corrosion and deposit determination in large
diameter pipes, with and without insulation is carried
out by radiogr:aphy testing. Sri Lanka bas gone a long
way in this method where by reducing many industrial
accidents. Some of the majorusers of this technique are

Dockyard, Electricity board, and the aviation industry.
Such use has prevented serious industrial accidents
occurring by early detection of weaknesses such as

metal fatigue and welding flaws.
Radiotracers, sealed sources and nucleonic

gauges are used for natural resource exploration in
the oil industry in mineral processing and waste
water treatment plants. The application of these

nuclear techniques have considenrble economic and
environmental impacts.

Radiation processing is used to 'redesign'Nature's
own materials. When a materizrl is exposed to ionizing
radiation from a radioactive source emitting gamma
rays, such as Co-60, or to a beam ofhiglrly accelerated
electrons, the energy ofthe radiationalters the material's
molecular structure. Certain physical, chemical and/
or biological properties of the material can be altered,

eg. strength, viscosity and biodegmdabili$. Usi.t
controlled conditions, different effects can be achier'*i
depending upon the 'base' material used, the 'd*=-
of radiation it absorbs, and the particular processing
techniques used. They can be made to stick togetkr
('cross-linking'); or they can have different molecules
stuck on to them ('grafting'). In other words, b1--

carefully modifying a material's molecular structure. it
is possible to redesign that material for a very specific.
tailor-made purpose. There are many advantages
of radiation processing over conventional chemical
methods. It is simpler zurd faster. Can be controlled
with much greater precision. 'Clezurer': this is because
radiation processing changes the molecular structure
of materinls without requiring chemical catalysts or
extreme physical conditious such as high temperatures
and immense pressures. It neither uses toxic chemicals
nor generates noxious fumes. Irradiated materials
do not themselves become radioactive (ust as a
patient x-rayed for a bone fracture does not become
radioactive). Radiation processing therefore offers the
potential of a fzrst, efficient and toxin-free alternative to
conventional methods of developing zrnd manufacturing
new materials and products.

Polymers are large molecules with long chains of
repeated blocks of atoms, found throughout nature:
cellulose in plants and trees; starch in bread, corn
:rnd potatoes; chitin in shells of shrimps, crabs and
other cnrstace2ns; agar, carageenan and alginates in
seaweeds. These and other nafural polymers may be
the perfect 'base'resource to develop new materials.
Th"y are zrbundant, inexpensive, biodegradable,
locally available and renewable. They also have some
remartable inherent properties. Chitin, for example, is
naturally waterproof, andhardyetfl exible. Eg. -radiation
processing of chitin has been used to produce hydro-
gels (used for burn dressings) and polysaccharides
(such as starches and cellulose) to produce what are
termed 'oligomers'. Oligomers are being developed for
medical uses, because of their antibacterial and anti-
fungal properties, to promote plant growth and extend
the shelf-life of fruits, vegetables and eggs. Sri Lanka
is pursuing using crustacean shells (chitin) to produce
low molecular weight polysaccharides as plzrnt growth
promoters with the help of radiation.

These examples cited illustrate that radiation and
isotopes play a big role in the national economy.

Considering nuclear energy for production
of power there are advantages and disadvantages.
Considering the economic advantages, Urzruium, the
fuel used to generate power is compzrrable to that of
one million gallons of gasoline. One million times as

much energy in one pound of Uranium as in one pound
of co:rl. Nuclear energy annually prevents 5.1 million
tons of sulphur, 2.4 million tons of nitrogen oxide and
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e p*e*ial of other sorroes nrch as biomass. *id
d $IE that psteatizl for hydro is nearly
+eodl? tiii) Ce r+e as$re policy continuance by
s*iessile &rerareats? {iv)Do $'e have or can lve
rcdle the requircd s,pecialised m2npower needs?

Tkre is a parcfu' of technical manporyer for much
aorre rmrrrl*rp neds. (v) Does our record of handling

emergencies such as flood, fire, Tsunami, earthquakes
etc. justify our ability to cope with potentially much
more catastrophic nuclear accidents? (vi)Have the
economics and resources to cover the required
investments for sfudies, necessary infrastrucfure, plant,
rarv material, disposal of nuclear waste, manpower
traiaing etc., been comprehensively considered?
{viii Our recent experiences in locating the Coal Power
Ptant slpuld underline the importance of transparency
d p$llc coruurence for a considerably more
hzadorc istallation

I* *cchsi,on ali rpn po\ler users of nuclear

@i strse of tbe more pertinent areas to be
r.*r=dr-rd#be : Fortie use of the technolog-v,
fu.xury aeeds te a=ia -*nd provide regular training
to tgr& &e bw@e $ tbal tk technologr.caa
be used safe$ : edete tbe t*hologist of the proper
procedures to be follo*.d so t}d ttey tkmseh'es are
protected from tk trcho}ogr. artd tte use of rdiation.
and sources need to be p*p.rt-r regulated by Afomic
Energy Authority of Sri Leka to *tain the fulI
development opportunities tk techrclog]-* offes.

Wit ft B est C omp fimerLts
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Head Office: #8/1,'Rheinland Place, Colombo - 03, Sri Lanka.
Tel : +94- 1 1 -257 7 7 02 or 3, 2301294, 2301 296, Fax : +94-'1 1 -25777 01

Duty Free Shop: Duty Free Complex, #144, Arrival Terminal, Bandaranayake lnternationalAirport.
Katunayake, Sri Lanka.

Tel: +94-1 1 -4832602, Fax: +94-1 1 -4832601
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IMPORTANCE OF HUMOUR IN THE WORKPLACE

A person wanted to be a plumber, but found the
work too drainingl

An old lady, who would not spend too much
money, was gifted a mobile by her children. She took
to calling her children very often and tzrlking for hours.
When she was asked how come she had changed her
habit of not spending money, she told her children her
calls were all free because her phone had no wires and
was not attached to anything!

Jokes are a good way to start a day. And humour
has been known to keep a person healthy There is no
medicine like laughteq it is an old saying and it is very
true. When a person has a good belly laug[ his blood
pressure drops, his lungs are exercised, his blood stream
has more oxygen and happy hormones like endorphins
are released in the blood stream. This leads to overall
good health.

Humour is good not only in everyday life, but
at workplace too. It can enhance creativity, can lead
to better communication and zrlso lead to better trust
among people. When the work atmosphere is light,
productivity is enhanced and the company too benefits.
Mor:rle of the employees is enhancedandthe employees
are also hrppy. There is less attrition and people look
forward to corning to office every day.

The Harvard Business Review found that
executives with a sense of humour climb the corporate
ladder faster and make more money in their career.

Humour is not being silly. No one likes to do
business with a clown, but a presentation that has

humour will get the message across faster. Levity
does not mean silliness, but lightening up the work
atmosphere and this leads to improved communication,
builds trust and credibility.

Nou.adavs. team leaders and managers are required
to bve oot onlr job krclledge. but also humour and

Fetl;tk skills- A m2rager or a boss rvbo uses humour
srll bep tb uoorale of his te,rm hi€& aod this rvill lead
* Er*er prc*r-til rtr-,{, &eirder Lr;g s tb importaae of
!*gi*iry ar Lis=tr Tbir s-{1 *r3 t* tr*iH up *f iyu-q.

Tbe cr*tire Suir=s xill ir--r* r*bea tk *gixprb't r=

ligfu.d grrrd arer* ef krceriry a*el\ k=t tr-r

good bonding.

A good erample of a chief executir e * ith a good
sense of humour is Ricbard Br:rnson, forrnder of Virgin
Empire. He is a millionaire, but he has the pulse of
his people. He has indulged in cross dressing, bungee
jumping, hanging out inbars, anything to connect with
his people. In his organization, everyone is seri<ius

about winning, but also having fun along the way.

The Great Place to Work Institute has this data: the
top 100 organizations every year (Fortune's top 100)
have more than 80% of their employees who say they
have fun at work.

When humour can have this effect, then why not
boostit at workplace? The company management can
organize screening of comedy movies once a month.
Or they can maybe hire stand up comediennes to liven
up the atmosphere once in a while. The work place
has to be made interesting and fun place. Jokes can be
posted at bulletin boards. Mrybe each department can
be asked to post a joke and the best can be given a

prize. The reward need not be expensive, just a token
like a rolling shield, but it will be well fought over. This
type of encouragement will bring in the competitive
spirit in the area of humour. And hidden humourists
will surface.

The culture clubs in the various organizatiors
can organize a humour club zrnd ask the employees to
contribute jokes and funny anecdotes. A magazine can
be brought out with humourous articles and the best
article can also be awarded. Goodjokes books can be
made available at common areas, and the employees
should be encouraged to have fun.

There are various more methods to improve the
humour quota in the workplace. Each organization
can come up with their ou'n ideas; (wear silly hats to
work, have firnny slogans printed on the shirt, treasure
hunt, solving of riddles, asking for suggestions for
alternative uses of any office equipment that does
not worlg the whackier the suggestion, the better the
chances of rewards, etc), it depends on the creativity of
the people involved.

Jokes should not be tasteless, targeting religion,
caste, physical appearance of a person, below the belt
and adultjokes. Not all appreciate suchjokes. It should
be harmless, and tickle the furury bone of all.

Humour is evident in all spheres of life, you can
find humour in rvronglv rvorded email, some print
mistakes- slip of the tongue. and rvhen a person says
sollxthing thrrt is kard as something else.

Tbert are lgl.mr:ur rry'efls in fte rrestertr countries
nh, ae hred br rarhqts (rrgdmrullrarr. to lrire a

hm*sc trc:ri to ihir esso-r-e+. Tks rr hcq sen-r.r.s
fk1- t*e bmur- A goed trells }:r:rgh .:aB rcrrlor€
stress faster than mdicise- Aod q.lddaE are firll of
stress- If tk stress factor is dtsd b,r humur- tkn
productivit-r'will flo*. comEanies rvill prosper. ad the

general health of emplo-vees u'ill improve.

Source: Between Us Counselling Help line. http://betweenus.bharatmatrimony.com./?p=479
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With Best Compliments from Just in Time Group

Just ln Time Group (JlT) is a foremost systems integrator in Sri Lanka and
have delivered some of the largest, mission critical ICT systems and projects
in Sri Lanka.

JIT Group provides integrated solutions for vital sectors such as Defence. Tele-

communications, Government, Health and Financial Services and is proud of
its achievements in bringing cutting edge Technical know-howto the country.

JUST IN TIME
GROUP

*"''1[B,T*9"ffi1ffi*"*

Regent Building, 345 R A De Mel Mawatha, Colombo 03, Sri Lanka

Tel: +94 1!2574A Fax: + 941L2574085 E-mail: info@jithpl.com
ururu.jithpl.com
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RANAVIRU FAMILY COUNSELLII{G AND SUPORT SERVICES OF
THE ASSOCIATIOI{ OF RETIRED FLAG RANK OFFICERS

By

Maron GsNpRAr- (Dn) D. D. P. Penena USp
Project Chairman of Ranviru Family Counselling and Support Services

The year 201 I has been a very successful year for
the Ranaviru Family Counselling and support sen'ices
(RFCSS). Two awareness workshops were conducted
in the Kalutara and Colornbo Districts. An Educational
Field visit to the Dockyard and harbour in Colombo
rvere organised.

Over 250 war widows and their children
participated in each of these programmes. Training
programmes on self employment projects were at
distnct level with the assistance of relevant agencies.
\tru Daru Diriya (VDD) an organisation in Melbourne
Australia has awarded 32 scholarships to date for the
children of war widorvs for their education. VDD has
provided a monthly financial grant to four dependent
mothers, - trvo each in the Kandy and Kurunegala

Districts RFCSS thanks the donor agencies and r,vell-
wishers for their valuzrble contribution.

The first workshop tvas at the Arnry holiday
resort Waddurva in the Kalutara district on 27th April
2011, rvith the participation of representatives from
the PABC Bank. The rvorkshop commenced with a
presentation by the chairman RFCSS. pABC Bank
introduced a special loan schemes for war widorvs
without a guarantor/collateral. The loan scheme
enables to complete partly built houses, purchase land
etc. The Rana Viru Sevana Band was in attendance and
the children participated in the singing and dancing
competitions rvith their mothers in the flnal secessions.
Lunch was provided by the hosts and they departed
after tea in the evening.

r , ;<ri"'i.r;--- :i;; ail Lanp

Dance Recital bt -1 t el! ll':s!:tr
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Thr.i*i ya*gr.*o.re xas adals $orlishop arranged
*t tk <:r-st *x* strnx< axlitonum in Colombo. Over
l5t-l stsE*EE t{ tk RF-CSS parrrcipated. The chairman
*{ rL =* l*+qe* Iss$ra$cr Corporation addressed the
hrst i*r;anta* *-i *rxsed tbe importance of being
;e*a.-.r:rJ si reii*-t*d tle benefits to children. PABC
iis& .irsi*l -i8 **-onditioned mountain bicycles

=. i-e;t E:ffr!:rh l'ere children of warwidows.

Professor Sarath WijesooO, *tru"red a moving
speech appropriate to the mindset of the rvar r,r'idorvs

who were moved to tears.

Lunch and refreshments and other logistic suppofi
was provided by the Sri Lanka Ex Senices Institute.
(SLESI), the Ranaviru Sevana Western Band uas in
affendance.

Inagttration of Worlcshop at SLESI

Audience at SLESI auditorium

Organizing Committee

Mountain Bike being handed over to a lottery winner

6l

Winners of the Mountain Bikes Lottery



A visit on23rd December 20ll to the Colombo
Dockyard, Container Yard Harbour and Navy Ship
Jetliner. This tour was appreciated by all participants as

it is a rare life time experience. How ships are navigated
into dry docks for repairs was explained. Leaflets were
distributed on Dockyard activities.

The next visit was to the container yard to observe
the transfer of containers from ship to ship. After the

tour of the container yud we were takeu to tk Le=
ship jetliner. The visitors were taken in grrrtqa ae +
tour of the ship. After a sumptuous hrn"h O*** *
the Nar,y, the visitors visited the HarbourMusslsrid
Buddhist Temple. They were able see the progra< *
the expansion ofthe harbour and the facilities rhx =G
be provided to accommodate large ships in the rre
future.

Colombo Harbour

At the Doclqtard ll/atching a Ship Being Repaired

Ship Repairs at the Doclgtard

Container Ternttnal

With Captain of Navy Ship Jetliner
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Ship Captain's Control Roont



Witft Conpfimeruts

from

Major General M R W De Zoysa USP, MSc (DeO
Chairrnan / Managing Director

Ceylon Petroleum Storage Terminals Limited
Oil lnstallation,

Kolonnawa,
, Sri Lanka.
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